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PREFACE

Most water-cooled. TeaCitOTS operate at present with oxid.e type

rue.1s･ Th占refoTe'iTTad･iation effects on.uranium dioxiqe (UO2)

are important tO operate nuC)leap reactors in safety. FrOm this

viewpoint, many works had･ been performed- on UO2 fuels･ The works

done up to 1961 were reviewed. by J.Be11eEl]. Although valuable･

TeSul七s concerning with engineering standpoints of■ nuclear fuels

were Very aboundant, a basic study of irradiation ef-fects on UO2

has been scaTCe･ Basic problems on UO2 Were POinted･ out in Geneva

Conf-.erence held_ in 196Ll. Since then basic studies, f'or instance,

dose dependence of physical properties (lattice parameter, thermal

conduc七ivi七y and. elec七Tical cond.1uc七ivity) and iTTadiation behavior

of lattice defects in UO2 have not been reported-･ Recently this

kind of basic) study has been ini七ia七ed_ with respecセ セo UC and_ UN

in Germanyr2=. In 1972, densification of fuel pellets during

iTTadiation was observed_ in PWR. FurtheTmOre, attention has been

given tO the pellet clad_ding mechanical interaction. =n oTd_eT tO

understand these phenomena, many works have been done in a half

decade･ In spite of much eff'orts? many problems remain.unsolved_

a七 presen七.

=n this stud･yl at f-iTS七I ne･utTOn irradiation ef-fec上s on basic

properties such as lattice paTaneteT and density of UO2 Were

investigated to get useful informations on interpreting the relation

between the behavior Of a_ef'ects and iTTad_iation ind･uced densif-ica-

tion･ The fission a_ose d_epend_ence of these physical properties

-
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including lattice stTainl electrical cond-･uctivity and･七hermoelec七ric

power was measure且in the dose range from lXIOl斗to IXIO19

f･i'ssi.rlS/cmヲ.I Fr｡m七he results.I the measurements ｡f lattice

■

pat'占Iae七eT, density and. porosiヒy,the concentrations of lattice

d.erects such as interstitials and vacancies were estimated as a

POint a.efec)t. On the basis of these results a mod.el for densifi-

cation and an equation of- the d_ose a_epend.ence of densif'ication were

proposed_ f'rom kinetic consid_eration. The basic stud_ies of irrad1-

a七ion effects on UO2 yield･ed- much help to bet七eTumd-eTStand-ing not

only of' the densification but also of the diffusional problems

such as the diffusion and- the creep Of irradiated UO2 fuels･

This report consists of f'ive chapters. =n ChaptT,. 1, fission d.ose

dependence of 七he lattice pa:rame七er and the lattice strain was

d_escTibed_. The results of' recovery annealings of- lattice expansion

were also shown. In 七he last paT七 of this chap七eT, three kinds of

kinetic equations, which were f-itted_ well to experimental points,

were mentioned_ with regard_ to the lattice parameter change. The

effective volumes per fission event were also calcAulated by means

of the equations.

In Chap七. 2, irrad.iation in°.uced. volume change was described_

accompanied with the results of density measurements. The vo1'ume

change was d_iscussed in connection with the lattice paTame七eT

change mentioned_ in Chapt. 1. FTOm this a_iscussion七he behavior

of- irTadiation prod_uced various lattice d_ef-ects was somewhat

clarified.
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In Chapt･ 3, changes of electrical conduc七ivi七y and-七hermo-

electric power after ne･utron irradiation were a.escribed.

=n chapt･ Lil
COnCentTations oF interstitials and. vacancies

■

Prba'h.Bed. during irTad.iation were es七ima七ed f'rom the res･ults of

both lattice paTameteT and_ volume changes using the equations

based on elastic contin.uum model of- crystals. The vacancy

concentration estimated here was applied. to some a_iffusional

Properties of fuels und_eT irTadia七ion such as a.if-fusion, a_ensifト

cation and creep.

=n the last clhapteT (Chapt. 5), availability of'the densifi-

cation mod･el was shown in c?nnec七ion wi七h七he results obtained

in the preceding chapters. Two problems were a_eveloped in this

chapter, One Of' which was pore analysis and_ another the prediction

of the dose a.epend_ence of' the densification. A model for the

densif'ication was mentioned on the basis of the behavior of lattice

def-ects, in particular vacancies.

-
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CHAPTER 1. F=SSION DOSE DEPENDENC王: OF LA.TT=CE PARAMETER

1t`.1. =ntroduction

■

A a 4

Only a few results are available on lattice a_ef'ects in ceramic

nuclear fuels such as uranium且ioxide (UO2), uranium carbid-es (UC,

uc2 and U2C3) and qTani.um mononitride (UN)
･七hough

the knowle且ge

about such lattice Ref-ects is indispensable to better understanding

of' irradiation behavior Of fuel elements. Stud_ies on a_ose depend.-

ence of- lattice parameter change have been done by many investiga七or壬

on carbines
(1-10}

and nitride′4,5,1Q}･ bu七those to UO2 Were

scarce and only one work by Wait et a1.
′1ト13}

could. be found_ in

literatures･ Mos七 of- these investigators had_ found tha七 the lattic(

parameter increases aS the fission a_ose and reaches a saturation

value at a high f'ission a_ose. Some of then showed an abrupt

d･ecrease of the lattice parameter in a high d_ose Tange･ =n general･

the curve representing the change of the lattice parameter in UO2

vs･ fission dose has a convex shape
′il-131.

Dienst(也,5j had

recently found a similar tendency in UC and_ UN. Matsui et a1.
(9j

had- also observed_ such a tend_ency in UC and_ f･ound some diff･erence

caused- by the d-iffeTenCe Of the surf'ace area (sink a_ensity) between

POWered_ and massive specimens.

Formulations of a a_ose d･epend_ence of'physical properties)

Such as lattice paTameteT and･ electrical resis七ivi七yI Were tried.

by many workers
(5,7,10,14プ.

They introduced almost similar
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equations which pred-icted･ saturation with a single step oT two

steps to urani'um metal, UC and_ UN.

''Tn the present Study, lattice parameter, lattice strain and-

TeCOVery behavior have been investigated- for irradiated UO2 in

ord_er 七o und_eTStand.the characteristics of fission ind_uced_ lattice

a_erects, an且 the results obtained. here pTOVid_e some interesting

informations with respect to七he UO2 lattice defects･ The concent-

ration of- these defects will be discussed_ in detail in other

chap七eT (Chapt.斗). =n七his chapter, eXPeTimental data on七he

irTad.iation behavior Of lattice a.erects was mainly described_ and

the las七 paTt Was dea1七 wi七h the theoTe七ical consid_eTa七ion in

which dose a_epend_ence of the lattice parameter Change was formu-

1ated and. ef'fective volume per fission event was estimated on the

basis of the eq'uations proposed here.

- 6 -



1.2. E'x:peTimetals

1,.2.1.
-

Speoimens

■

● ~◆
●

Two sets of UO2 Pellets prod.uced by Bin七eTing a七17OO
Oc

in

hydrogen atmosphere were commercially a-v･ailable and used_ in this

exPeTiment･ The grain sizes were d-etermined･ to be 2･5 and- 5Flm

by meta11･uglCal photographs. =mpuri七y contents foT七he specimen

of- 5 llm grain size were listed- in the mill sheet in七able ト1.

Lattice parameters and a_ensities before irTad_iation were measured_

0 0

七o be 5･4707土0･0004 A (9LI･50 %T.D.) and 5.b･708土0･000)I A.

(95･15 %T･D･), respectively, for the specimens of 5 and- 2･5 Jim

grain sizes･ One batch whose grain size was 2.5 )ユm had. a 0/U

Ta七io of' 2･002土0･005, whereas another batch, grain size of- 5 Jim,

had a higher 0/U of 2･004土0.0005. The 0/U ratios were determined_

by a gravimetTic method without correction of' impurities.

The lattice paTameterSind_icate that the 0/U ratios of both specimens

are identical to 2.01(15). some physical properties before

irradiation are S･ummarized_ in 七able 1-2.

1.2.2. =TTadiations

pe11e七s were Cu七in七o segments (dimension of ～1XIXIO mm3)

by a diamond_ wheel slicing machine. The specimens sealed with

quartz glass lund_er a vacuum (about 10-3 torr) ･were put into

a polyethylene oT an aluminum capsule f'or irradiation.

ITradiations were Performed_ in HP, VG and_ VR holes in JRR-2
and

- 7 -



Table 1-1 Chemical analysis of impurity con七en七s on UO2 specimen

of 5pm grain size･

■~

`
p J'

Blemen七 Co'n七en七(ppm)

Ag

AI

B

C

Ca

CI

Cr

Cll

F

Fe

Mo

Ⅳ

Ni

Si

･く0.2

<14

< 0.2

<50

く10

< 20

5

< 2

∠10

<14

< う

<20

<,6

く 6
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Table 1-2 Physical properties before irradiation.

grain size (Tlm)

0/U ratio

2.5

2.002+0.005 2.004+0.0005

0

lattice parameter (A)

density (卵.D.)

ラ.4708+0.0004 う.4707+0.0004

95.15+0.07 94.50+0.16

-
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J丘Rづ(JAERI). The characters of･ these irrad.iation holes were

shown in table 1-3. Total fission a_oses were in a range between

l･14XIOl斗and 2･92XIO18 fissions/cm3. They were determined by

the Y-activity of coba1七 and/oT cobalt-aluminum wire monitors

placed_ in the quartz tube with the specimen. An estimated_

maximum speci皿en七empera七uTe a_uTing iTTad_iation was below 150
0c,

and_ this was conf-iTmed_ by TeCOVeTy experiments of lattice expansion

mentioned. af'ter. MeasuTementS Of lattice parameter and lattice

strain were carried_ olut af'ter cooling the iTTad-iated. specimens

for two OT three months.

1.2.3. Procedures

Lattice parameter of the specimens was measured. using a a_ouble

crystal X-Tag a_iffTaCtOmeter. Calculations of' lattice parameters

were Carried ou七using eigh七peaks (333)七o (抽斗), and.the erTOrS

O

weTe +0-.000斗 A..

The apparent lattice strain was calculated_ by the following

Tela七ion :て= β/七anO , where β is七he increase OT decrease of

the X-Tag Peak half-id･七h of irradiated- UO2 aセセhe glancing angle

a of (333) as compared.七o七hat of pTe-irrad_iation. This method_

was examined by Culli七y
(16プand

Diens七√斗) , who ･used七he procedure

similar七o七he above･ ErTOrS Of て-va1･ues weTe土10多.

0

-･
■

■

=n oTd.er 七o examine 七he 七heTmal recovery of lattice expants主on,

the irradiated- specimens were.annealed_ in purified argon atmosphere

at an inteTValof'50 0c
in the temperature range from 200 0c

to

- 10
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Table 1-う Charac七ers of HP, VG and VR posi七ions･

irradiation hole the･rmal neutron flux

(ncm see-1)
-2

rip- 1

rip-2

VG-7

VR- 1

VR-ラ

1.7×101う

1.う×101う

2×1011
-ラ.5×1012

2×1012
-･う.5×101う

2×1012
-う×101う
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500
0c

f･oT One hour. The apparatus f･oT TeCOVeTy annealings was

shown in f-ig.1-1. The lattice paTameteTS Were d_etermined after

cooling the specimens to room temperatuTe･
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卜▲

pE

I

H2SO4

Figll-1･ APPaTatuS for
annealing experiments.
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1.3. Results
and_ disc.ussion

1･3･1･ Lattice
parameter and- lattice strain

Fig.1-2 shows variations of' the lattice parameter and_ the

apparent lattice strain of UO2 aS a function of the fission d10Se･

Three definite stages, which were a.esignated. the first, the second

and.七he 七hird stage, respectively, in fig.1-2, appeared_ in the

la上土1ce paエーalne七e王､ Changes.

At the first Stage, the lattice parameter increased_ with

fission dose and. was sa七ura七ed. up七o 2.5･XIO16 fissions/cm3 for

5 rm UO2 and up七o 2XIO16 fissions/cm3 for 2･5 pm UO2･

This type of- satuTation was not clearly observed in the results of

single and polycrystalline UO2 by Wai七e七al･
(ll-137

･

On the other handl a TeCOVeTy Of' the apparent lattice strain was

observed. below IXIO15 fissions/cm3. This behavior has n.七been

observed. in other ceramic fuels such as uranium carbid.e
(LI･57

and. uTani･um nitrid_e
′斗,5,17}.

=t is consid_eTed_ thaセセhe initial

TeCOVeTy is d･.ue to the relocation of excess ox.ygens frequently

existing in七he laセセice matrix of UO2+Ⅹ･ FuT七here confirmation

Of this id･ea will be given by electrical resistivity measurements

which will be mentioned･ in Chapt. 3. After that fission a_ose,

the apparent lattice strain increased, with fission a_ose in･･the

first stage of the lattice parameter Change.

-
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nxlOL

Fig･卜2･ The variation of the lattice para皿e七eT and･ of七he apparent

lattice strain of UO2 VS･ the fission dose･

-
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At the second_ stage, the lattice parameter increased_ again

with fission a_ose, and- reached- a maximum at 3.2XIO17 fissions/cm3

for 5 pm UO2 and a七1･6xlO17 fissions/cm3 for 2･5ym UO2･

The second_ stage f'or the lattice strain change shifted_ to higher

fission a_ose, compared with that for the lattice parameter change･

This suggests that the concehtTation of vacancies is saturated.

after a maximum of concentration of inteTStitials.

Aセ セhe 七hird stage,the laモモ1ce parameter a□d 七he apparent

lattice strain begin tO decrease. This behavior can be expl白.ined-

in terms Of' kinetic consid_eTations of a_ef'ects d_escribed_ in
′

the nex七 sec七ion.

=n our study,the lattice paTame七er changes for 2･5ノユm UO2

are Smaller and are SatuTated･ earlier than those for 5 Jim UO2･

This fac七 sugges七s that grain bound･aTies play an important role

as sinks for knock-on atoms and_ in七eTSti七ials. The maximum

fractional change of the lattice parameter

crystal UO2 by Wai七e七al･
√11コ,

an且this

tha七foT 5pm UO2, Which was ll･86xlO一斗･

by the d_ifference in 0/U ratio, because the

by Wait et a1. were stoichiometTic and_ ours

七ric. S七ehle, Assmann an且Wunderlich
E181

I

of 0/U ratio on Yo.uns s mod_ulas in uranium

was 9.8XIO一斗for single

value was smaller than

This migh七 be explained.

specimens ■used

were hyper-s七oichiome-

inves七iga七ed_ the effeyc't

[二
Ll =

oxid_e, arid. i-ound 七ha七

I

stoichionetric UO2 had the maximum in Young s mod･uli･

=t is reasonably considered that irTad_iation-produced interstitials

-
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can expand. more easily 七he uni七 ce11 size in hypeT-StOichiometric

UO2･

1･3.2. Annealing behavior Of' lattice parameter

The annealing behavior of' the lattice paTameteT Changes of

5 pm UO2 irradia七ed七o 1･28XIO14,斗･39･XIOl斗,斗･28･-15, 2･79XIO16

(firs七s七age)'1･54xlO17, 3.23XIO17 (second stage) and. 6.o9XIO17

fissions/cm3 (third_ stage) is shown in figs.1づand_トLi.

No recovery OCC･urred below 150
0c

in the sample irradiated_ to

l･28XIO14 fissions/cm3 (closed circles in fig.1づ).

The lattice expansion of UOっiTradiated七o斗･39XIOl斗
ム._

fissions/cm3 Tee.Vered completely at 250
0c.

This suggests that

simple types of･ a_erects are annealed_ out at 250
Oc. MoTeOIV･er

七he 工･eoOVe工･ed laモモice par･a皿e七er is smaller 七han七he orlglnal.

This ef-f'ect migh七 be a.ue 七o a dissociation of- oxygen-in七ers七itial-

vacancy complexes
(19}

by irrad_iation. While two recovery steps

were clearly observed between 150 and 250
0c

and_ between 300 and.

500
0c

for the specimen irradiated to 2.79XIO16 fissions/cm3,

which correspond_ed to the d_ose in the first saturation of the

lattice parameter, and, the defects prod_uced_ were completely

annealed･ out.up to 500
0c.

primaTy a_erects Prod.uced. in the first

stage consist of' two kind.s of a.erects whose character is not

clar･ified..

For the specimens irrad_iated_ to the second_ stage, two recovery

-
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100 200 300 400 500

cLnneqling temperature(Oc)

Fig.1づ. The annealing behavior of七he laセセice param占七eT Cfianges
●

-
-

■

of 5pmUO2 a七the firs七stage･
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steps we士e also observed_ a七 200 (transition temperature) and

330
0c)

although the second- step was not clearly distinguished-･

Defects produced_ at this stage were not completely annealed_ out

to 500
0c.

There might have been inteTStitial clusters as

observed with electron microscope by Whapham and Sheld_on
(20}.

Recovery observations in situ by electron microscope are needed_,

and. more Precise experiments wi11 clarify the nature Of a_erects.

The result obtained_ for the specimen irrad_iated to the highest

a_ose (the third_ s七age in fig.ト2) was quite similar tO that

irradiated_ to the mid_a_1e level (second stage) , although a larger

TeCOVeTy Was Observed_ in the second_ step at 330
0c･

The lattice

expansion for the specimen irTad_iated_ to the highest d_ose was

more completely recovered_ after annealing up to 500
0c

than that

irradiated_ in the second_ stage. This indicates that a_ominant

a_ef-Gets in 七he laセセice in the laセセeT specimen are more COmPlex

than those in the f'oTmer.

wait
(217

observed two oT three recovery steps in single

crystal and･ polycTyStalline UO2, the first TeCOVeTy Step aPPeaTed-

at around_ 300
0c

and the second. seemed to appear above 500
Oc.

This suggests 七ha七 excess uranium vacancies existing in hyper-

stoichiometTic UO2 may Play an important role on the recovery Of

the lattice expansion･ The recovery Curve Obtained･ by BlochE223r

for single crystal UO2 1TTadia七ed near 5XIO17 fissions/cm3｡畠howed

a七rend- similar七o 七ha七 ob七ained. by Wai七I bu七d･efinite TeCOVery
･S七ep∈

were not reported..

-
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1.～. Theore七ical oonsid_eration

=n this section kinetic consid_erations of lattice parameter

changes with a_ose are d,escribed.. Kine七ic equations which pTedic七ed･

the relation between the lattice parameter changes and_ the fission
/

d･ose were applied to d10Se dependence of lattice parameter Changes

not only to UO2 but also to UC and- UN･

1.LL.1. Kinetic consid_era七ion f'oT lattice parame七eT Change

und_eT irTad_iation

The equations for the lattice parameter change under iTTadia-

tion were d_educed from kinetic consid_eTations of the behavior Of

inteTStitials and_ vacancies. In the first stage) simple

conf-iguTa七ions of､ pTimaTy in七ers七i七ials such as single- and

di-in七eTS七i七ials saturate in七he laセセice aセ セhe experimental

tempeTatuTe. Th･us the rate of' the process will be d_escr'ibed-

by a first ord･er kinetic equation as follows:

dCi/d七- Ⅴ∑f≠th(= Ci),

where Ci is a fraction of inters七itials to七hat aセセhe sa七Iuration,

∑f≠七h七he
fission density and V the volume effective for this

process per fission event･ Since iもis TeaSOnablylaSSumed/ ･七h■a七

the laセセice parameter, a, is increased with-the conc'entT'a:土ion

of- in七eェIS七1七ials,the f-rac七ional increase of- 1aセセloe parame七e工l'

-
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Aa/ムal, is proportional to ci, Provided tha七concentrations of

vacancies are equal to oT almost proportional to those of intersti-

tials･ TheTefoTe, after the substitution y
=

Aa/ムal,

dy/dt =

Vl∑f¢七h(1
-

y),

where hal is七he sa七･uTa七ion value of △a in七he fiTS七s七age･

Then the usual equation is obtained;

Aa
- Aal †1

-

exp(-Vl∑f¢七h七)†･
(1-1)

Af'七er 七he sa七uTa七ion of pTimaTy in七eTS七i七ials, TatheT COmPli-

cated. conf-igurations of interstitials such as clustering in lattice

matrix巾i11 be f-oTmed. ad_di七iona11y, which will be called_ hereaf一七er

II ll

secondaTy inteTStitials as a whole. The prod.uction rate Of

these d.erects d_epend_s on both their concen七ra七ion and, that of

resid_ual atoms, provid_ed. thaセ セhe veloci七1es of annihilation by

drift to sinks are PTOPOrtional to the concentration of themselves.

Therefore, the rate eq'uation of the second_ ord_er process is

adopted. for f'ormation of the second.ary interstitials.

subs七itutirlg y
=

Aa/Aa2,

dy/d七= V2Zf≠七hy(= y), (1-2)
● ● ▲

where ムa2 is七he saturation va1･ue of･ △a in七he second stage and

-
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V2 the ef'fective volume for this pTOoeSS Per fission. With the

boundary condition tha七is y=Aal/△a2 a上土= tl, the time of the

first saturation, eq.(1-2) is solved_:

Aa-△a2〔1+
Aa2- Aal

△al ex･pI-v2∑f¢七h(t一七1,)]-1.(1_,,

In the course Of- the above treatment, Vacancies are apparently

out of- consid_eTation, nevertheless they are includ-ed_ as follows.

The relation between interstitials and_ vacancies was consid_ered_

in the following manner･ At low temperature Only interstitials

are eXPeCited_ to be mobile. A part of interstitials a_rifts to

sinks such as grain boundaries
,

dislocations and_ fabrica七ed_ poTeS'

and_ others can annihilate with vacancies. As a result, the

vacancy concentration becomes laTgeT than七ha七 of in七e土･s七itials

in the lattice. A.s d_escTibed in Chapt. i(
excess.number of-

vacancies beyond_ in七eTS七itials in the laセセice matrix is no七 so

high compared. with inteTSti七ials up ヒo the end. of the second_ s七age.

At the saturation of second_ary inteTStitials mentioned_ befoTe,

all newly prod.uced. inteTStitials annihilate by above two

processes. Theref'ore, even af'teT the saturation, the vacancy

concen七丁畠七i10n can increase wi七hou七 any change of 七he concen七ra-

七ion of■ in七eエーS七i七ials.

When七he f-ission dose i-1ur七heT increases, a number of exce甲

vacancies are PTOduced in the vicinity of the interstitials

-
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existing aセ セhe secon(1 saturation. Then, these in七erstitials

can easily annihilate with excess vacanciesI While newly crea七ed･

interstitials cannot ex.ist in the lattice because of a high

enough concen七Tation of vacancies. This kind. of- exhaustion of

in七eTS七itials with excess vacancies begins When 七he concentr畠七ion

of- excess vacancies in the lattice Teaches a certain value, and

proceed_s to some extent .until the concen七Ta七ibn of excess vacancies

saturates in the lattice. TheTef'oTe, With regard_ to the change

of lattice parameter, the red:uction of increased_ lattice paTameteT

occurs and. con七inues 七o 七he stead.y state pTOVided_ 七hat fission

fragments d.o not give much inf'1uence･ HeTeafter this will be

called_ the third. stage. AccoTding to the above concept, the rate

o王､ decrease of laセセioe paェ､ame七ers ln七his stage is de且.uced in

the follo･rjTing way. The rate of- d_ecrease of the concen七ra七ion

of' interstitials is expressed. with the equatior1'･

-d･Ci/d･七= VT∑f中七hCiTCex, (1Jl)

where C. is the fractional concentration of inteTStitials relative
l

to the saturation va1.ue at the end_ of- the second_ stage and_ V is
r

the ef'fective volume f'oT this process per f-ission･ CiT is the

fractional concentration of' interstitials recombinable with excess

vacancies･ When Ci3 is七he steady value of in七eTSti七ials aセセhe

end of this stage, CiT is expressed by,

ciT=Ci
-Ci3･

-
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On七he o七heT hand, Cex is a-efined･ as the fTaC七ional concentration

of excess vacancies eff-ective to the exhaustion in this stage.

Accord･ing to the above conceptl more than one excess Vacancies)

the number Of which is d-efined_ as αI are need･ed一 七o annihilate

with one inteTStitial without any prod･uction of' interstitials

in this stage･ It is assumed_ that one of these excess vacancies

annihilates with an inteTStitia1 leaving slurPlus of excess

vacancies in the lattice throughout this stage. Two cases are

considered- for Cex･ (1) concentration of vacancies coTTeSPOndlng

七o both in七ers七i七ials, Thhich havealTead-y annihila七ed･, (1 -

Ci),

and- the stable inteTStitials at the end･ of this stage, Ci3, is

Cex, 1･e･,

cex=∝(=cl)+αC13=α(1+Ci3-Cl),

and_ (2) concentration of vacancies correspond_ing to only to

(1-Ci) is Cex, 1･e･･

cex=α(1-Ci)･

(1-6)

I(117)

Eq･(116) is based･ on the assumption that Cex IS the concentration

of vacancies corresponding to interstitials except recombinable

ones'which remain wi七hoLu七annihilation'(1
-

CiT), an且in七his

case, the same equationas eq.(1-6) is obtained- as fo11ows=

cex-α(-ciT)-∝∫l-(Ci+Ci3)チ =α(1+Ci3-Ci)･

-
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A･s mentioned･ later) the f-ormer concept predicts the experimental

d-ata better than the latter One･ According to the former concept9

the following relation can be obtained_ from eq.(116)･,

cex2
=

αCi3, (卜8)

where Cex2 is七he concentration of excess vacancies aセセhe end･ of

the second･ satuTation･ Consequently, eq･(卜6) means tha七Cex

involved_ excess vacancies prod.uced in this stage and_ also excess

vacancies existing at the second sa七uTation. Subs七i七u七ing eq.(1づ)

and_ eq.(卜6)七o eq.(1一斗),

-dCi/dt
=

αVT∑f中th(Ci
-

Ci3)(1 + Ci3
-

Ci)･ (1-9)

since Aa/･da2
=

y is pTOPOTtional to Ci and Aa3/･da2
=

y3七o

ci3･ eq･(1-9) corresponds to

-dy/dt
-

V3∑f≠七h(y
-

y3)(1+ y3
-

y), (卜10)

where V3 is the effective volume for this process per fission･

Integrating eq.(1-10) with the boundary condition that y
=

1 at

七=七2,

Lla= Aa2

( da2 -

Aa3)expf-v3∑f4,th(セーセ2)†
Aa3

+ (Aa2 -

△a3)expIIV3∑f中th(セー

-
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where Aa2 and △a3 are the satuTa七ion values at the second and

七he 七hiTd･ s七ageI TeSPeC七ively.

1･ヰ･2･ Application of七he kinetic consid.eTa七ion to experimental

d_ata

The七hree eq.ua七ions, (1-1), (1-3) and_ (1-ll), were applied

to UO2 in the present stud･y and- other works･

The effective volumes of Vl, V2 and V3 Were Obtained by

subs七1七u七ing七he presen七resul七s in七o七hese equa七ionsl and･ we=､e

s-ummaTized in table卜斗toge七heT With other COnS七ants of hal,

Aa2, Aa3, ∑f中th七1and ∑f申七h七2･ The curves illustrated in

fig･ト2 are Obtained･ by fitting eqs.(1-1), (1-3) and_ (ト9)七o

the expeェ,1men七al d.a七a.

The changes of- 1aセセice parame七e羊IS Of'UC and･ UN with dose

in the first and second- stages calculated f･TOm the d.ata by

Adam and RogeTS
rl,10フand

BIoch [3プweTe
COmPaTed with七he curves

calculated with their Single stage equation. As shown in fig.1-5,

the curves calculated- by these equations fit the data well'

The least sq.uare values of Vl and･ V2 are COmPared with the V given

by each au七hoT in七able 1-5' The data of powdered UC by Ma七sui
f91n

were analyzed･ as七he second･ and･七he third stagesl and. arc ‡1el七ed.

uc by Ma七suif9j was analyzed]or all stages. The nata一 of UC(

by Childsご6,7コwere analyzed as the second stage and poⅦ1ered UC
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Table 1-4 Effec七ive volumes in each stage for the specimens of 2｡5 and 5 Jim grain si25eS,and

other cons七an七s of hal, Aa2, Aaぅ, ∑f4'th七1 and ∑f¢th七2･ Ef･fec七ive volumes

were obtained by means of eqs.(1-1), (1-ラ) an且-(1-ll) with other cons七an七s.

vl(cmう) v2(cmう) Ⅴぅ(cmう) △al Aa2 Aaぅ ∑f中th七1 ∑f中th七2

I

～
CO

I

uo2(5pm) 6･44×10-16 1･16×10-17 4･う9×10-18 7･40×10-4 11･8×10-4 4･00×10-4 2･50×1016 ぅ･2う×1017

uo2(2･5Jlm) 6･68×10116 2･58×10-17 5･59×10-18 6･00×10-4 9･10×10-4ぅ･60×10-4 2｡00×1016 1･55×1017

∑f中th七; fissions/cmう
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Fig.1-5. ComPaTison of analy白is of' the fiTS七 ord_eT kinetic6 Wi七h

that of the second. ord.eT. Dotted. lines and_ solid lines

ind.icate the forst and the second. order, respectively.

o= ロC(37' ●: UC{1,10),ロ王 UN(1'107･ Circles

coTreSPOnd.七o 七he lower abscissa and squares tO the upper

abscissa.
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Table 1-5 丑ffec七ive volumes of laセセice parameter change per fission event.

Specimen Vl
-Value

V2-Value V-value Remarks

(cmう) (cmう) (cmう)

uc (うフ (1･57土○･う4)×10-16 8.20×10-17 sin七ered pellet

I

dE
⊂)

I
uc √1I10I (1･42土0･50)×10-16 (7･49土1･18)×10-17 ぅ･96×10-17 powder

uN (1,10} (う･54土0･72)×10-16 (1･12土○･1う)×10-16 4｡8う×10-17 powder



by Diens七E斗,5コwas analyzed as七he second and the third stages.

The calculated- curves for these a_ata are repTeSen七ed. in fig.116.

=n this f'iguTe, reliable data for UO2 by Wait were also illustrated

with the calculated cuTVeS. The cuTVe With a a_ot-a_ash-line for

arc-me1七ed･ UC in七he 七hiTd stage was less reliable because

the iTrad_iation temperature was higher than that for low d_oses
E233.

The leas七squaTe Values of Vl, V2
an且V3

in the above data are

indicated. in七ables l15 and_ 1-6.

1.年.3. Disc.ussion

Comparing the specimens of 5 pm grain size wi七h七hose of

2･5 ym grain size, the saturation doses for both the first and

the second_ stages are low in the latter, and. their Sat.uration

values of Aa are loweT 七han 七hose of 七he former. SimilaT 七Tend_s

were Observed･ between single and- polycrystals UO2 by Wait et a1･

and be七ween七he pla七ele七 and一七he pDwdeTed UC by Ma七s･ui.

=t is reasonably explained_ f'TOm the fact that the specimens with

smaller grain size have laTgeT Sink a_ensities f'or inteTStitials

at s'uTfaces and/or grain bo･undaries than those with bigger grain

size･ =n comparison of the effective volumes in the same stages7

the vollume becomes larger With an increase Of sink d.ensities

as ind-icated in the resLults obtained- for UO2 Of this a･uthoT,

UC of Mats･ui and･ UO2 0f Wait et a1･･ This suggests that the

ef'fective vo1･ume of each stage d_epends on the sink a_ensities.

The relation between the vo1･ume and the sink d.ensities is d_escribed_

-
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Fig･1-6･ Lattice par-ameter change with fission dose for UC and UO2･

● : hypo-UC pOwd･ered (9プ, o': hypo-UC platelet(9}, □ ･
. UC (～,5},

A ; UC{6,7I, ｡

･
･ UO2 Single crystal {11113}, o : UO2 POlycrystal

(ll-13}･ So11d- and dotted lines indicate the calculaterl curves.

The dot-dash-line is less reliable.

●



Table 1-6 Eギfec七ive volumes of laセセice parameter change per fission e寸en七.

specimen

Vlて;三言;
`

v2て:試 Ⅴぅて;三言;
Remarks

uc [9) (8･49土0･86)×10-16 ぅ･5う×10-17 1･24×10-19

UC {9)

J

ZE
u

I

ロC √4,5プ

UC (6,7)

4･98×10-16 (1･19土0･17)×10-17

1.0う×10-16

(1･うう土0･01)×10-16

8.28×10-19

uo2 [11-13] (2･92土0･09)×灯16 (1･9e土0･61)×10-17 (1･22土○･1う)×10-18

(5･69土う･81)×10-18
■

uo2 ["-11う] (5･11土う･64)×-16 (7･86土1･54)×10-17 (1･29土○･24)×10-17
●

(4･9う土う･00)×灯17

plate arc melted?

hypostoichiometry

powder arc'melted.1

hypostoichiometry

powder

arc mel七e且

single crystal

calculated by
eq.(1-12)

polyc工､yS七al

calculated by
eq.(1-12)



in Appendix 1.1.

Dienst
(53

treated the third_ stage with the first ord_eT

reaction and gave 2･XIO-18 cm3 for七he effective volume (to which

he called･ vacancy core overlapping volume) on uc and･ UO2･

Since in this stage reaction proceed_s between interstitials and_

vacancies, it should be treated with the second_ ord_er.

VarioluS COnCePtS Can be mad_e f-oT the second_ ord_er rate process

between residual inteTStitials and_ vacancies. =n add_ition to

eq.(1-10) ,the
following equations were examined. using七he data

obtained here and by others
r5･6･9,12j.

Most of data give the

best precision to the value of the effective volumes by eq.(1-10):

-dy/dt
=

V3=f?th(y -3)(1
-

y)･

-dy/d七= V3Zf中七h(y
-

y3)y,

-dy/dt
=

V3∑f申th(y
-

y3)2･

(1-12)

(卜13)

(1-1斗)

=n above eq.ua七ions, eq.(1-12) can be easily consid.ered. because

the七erms, (y -

y3) and (i -

y), TeSPeC七ively, are proportional to

the concentration of recombinable interstitials and_ of excess

IV,aCanCies prod.1uced after the second saturation of interstitials.

However) the precision was not good. for all the data except UC

by Diens七, and, as an example, s七andard･ deviation of V3 Calc'ula七ed

from eq･(1-12) for UO2 by Wait e七al･ are represented･ in table卜6･

-
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The following mod-el can be pTOPOSed･ for the third_ stage.

(1) Excep七for七he case where △a3
= 0, exce･ss vacancies relative

to inteTStitials are present in the end_ of- the second_ stage.

(2) Moreover, excess Vacancies are additively prod_uced. in the

third stage d:ue to d_Tif't of interstitials to sinksl and some of'

those produced_ aTe used up to recombination with resid_ual

ln七ers七1七ials.

(3) =t becomes clear that the red_uction of lattice parameter

in the third. stage begins after the concentration of excess

vacancies reaches a certain value and the attainment a_epend_s on

the velocity of a_rif-t of- interstitials to sinks. This is the

reason for the difference in observed. saturation values for speci-

mens prepared from the same materials.

一
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Appendix 1.1. Relation between the effective volume and_ the sink

densi七y

=n this append_ix, overlapping volume of' the first stage is

consid_eTed in connection with the relation between the ef-fective

volume and_ the sink a_ensity.

=n ⅣK knock-on atoms, NA atoms annihilate with vacancies

spontaneously and NI atoms are formed as FTenkel d-erects and-

end up in inteTStitial positions and Ns atoms migrate tO Sinks

such as grain bo.undaTies and dislocations per f-ission･ Then)

the following relation is given,

NK=NA+Ns+NI,

1･e･I

1= NA/NK+ Ns/NK+ N=/NK= α+ β+ γ,

(A.1-1)

(A..1-2)

where a･ a and- Y TePTeSent the f'TaCtions of NA･ Ns and･ N= to NK･

Now we intTOd:uce a concept of collosion numbeTS･ and N(Eo) and･

N(E=) are a-efined･ as the collision numbers for producing a knock-

on atom and an inteTStitial atom) TeSPeCtively･ Since it is

assumed-七ha七to七al collision number per fission (Nco1) is cons七an't,

the following relation can be obtained.,

NKN(Eo) =

WIN(E=) = Ncol

一
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1●e●I

Ⅳ(E工)
NKN(Eo )

Ⅳ(Eo)/†･ (A.トつ)

=n the first stage) the rate of･ increase Of' interstitials a-epend-s

on the number of uncolloding atoms.
Then) the following rate

equation is glVen,

d-N=/dt
= 三f≠th

≡

∑f4'七h

･…1Ⅳ(EIト

Ⅳ(E工)

∑f4,th

･…1(1-i,･

Ⅳ工Ⅳ(E工),

(A.1Ji)

where N. is the number of atoms in unit volume and N;1
is the

number of' interstitials at the first Saturation.

subs七iもuting eq.(A.1づ)七o eq.(A.1-LL), eq.(A..1一斗)
is TeWTitten by

the equation;

dNI/dt -

=f*th
N(Eo)

Ⅳo†
･sll(1 -

i,･

=n eq.(A.1-5) we can d.efined.

Vl=

一
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as an effective volume f-or an interstitial atom. And_ the above

equation is TeWrit七en as f･o11ows using eq.(A..ト2),

Vl=
Ⅳ(Eo)

No(1-α-β)

(A..1-6)

=n eq･(A･･1-6) N(Eo)/No IS COnStant for a given materia1･ and･

in add.i七ion, the value of､ (1 -

α)
is constant at a given irrad_ia七ion

七empera七ure. Consequently, eq.(A.116)
ind_ica七es thaセセhe effective

vo1'ume･ Vl･ becomes snail with increasing P value･ i･e･･ sink

a-ensity･ The d-ifference of VI Values between 2･5 pm and･ 5pm

grain sizes specimens can be easily explained. on the basis of

the above consideration.
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CHAPTER 2･ IRRAIDIA･TION INDUCED VOLUME C旺ANGE IN UO2

2. 1. =ntTOd_uction

=n order to get infoTmations about the iTTadiation behavior

of- 1aセセice d.efec七s,the measLuTementS Of bulk a_eーnsity and porosity

were done in this chapter. Recently, density changes of uranium

a_ioxide af､七eT irradiation had, been stud.led. by many workers
√1-6プ

at high a_oses (more than lXIO20 fissions/cm3). A.t lower a_oses

(up to IXIO18 fissions/cm3), however, less studies were reported;

Kingery et all(7,8プmeasured七he density changes at only two

doses of 8･6xlO15 an且8.3XIO16 fissions/cm3, and they TePOT七ed

that the d_ensi七y a_ecrease at lower d_ose correspond.ed_ 七o 七he expectecI

value from the lattice parameter measurements by Wait et al.
(9j

,

while at higher a.ose･it exceed_ed_ the value expected_ from the

lattice parame七eT･ KingeTy e七 al･ assumed_ 七ha七 the excess

d-ensity change at the higher a_ose was a_ue to interstitial clusters.

porosity changes had been inves七iga七ed by many workers
(斗,5,6コ,

and porosity decreases were Observed. in high dose range above

lXIO19 fissions/cm3.

=n the present Study, bulk density changes in UO2 Were

measured from 1.14xlOILi七o 2.92XIO18 fissions/cm3.

′

The bulk

density decreased in the dose range uP tO 5.6xlO16 fissions/cm3,

and above this d_ose an abrupt increase (i.e., densification) was

ObseTVed･ PoTOSity changes were also measured in the higher

d･ose range where the b.ulk density incTeaSed･･ The d_ecrease of

一 斗1 -



porosity was observed above 2XIO17 fissions/cm3. The bulk volume

and pore volume Changes were calcula七ed･ uslng 七hese ェIeSul七s and･

the mechanism of irTad･ia七ion-ind･.uced_ volume change was d.iscussed

on the basis of' irradiation behavior Of- lattice d_ef'ects.

The TeSlults of lattice paTameteT meaSurementS in Chapt. 1 were

also refeTTed_ in this chapter. The concentrations of lattice

defects s.uch as inteTStitials and_ vacancies estimated_ from

the measured lattice paTameteT, density and porosity will be

shown in七he chap七eT ヰ.

一 斗2 -



2.2. Expeェーimen七al

2.2.1. Specimens and iTTad_iations

=rradiated UO2 specimens used- in the d･ensity and･ the porosity

meas'uTementS Were the same as those used_ in the lattice parameter

measurements･ TheTef'orel the d_escription of' specimens and-

iTTad_iation pTOCed_ure was omitted in this chapter.

2.2.2. Proced_ures

SeveTal methods for a_ensity measurements were TePOTted_ by

many workers
{4･10,ll,12).

=n this study, the densities were

meas.ured. using 七he m-Ⅹylene immersion method with a spring balance

made of quartz as shown in f'ig.2-1; the sensitivity of' the spring

balanie is 0.212 mm/mg. Densities before and af･ter irradiation

were a.eteTmined_ using the f'ollowing equation:

d･ - P(1oA -

1A)/(1｡L
-

1L)' (2-1)

where a and･ P aTe七he a_ensities of一七he specimen and･ m-Ⅹylene,

respectively, and loA and･ 1o are read-ings of the spring balance

length with七he baske七 only and_ af七eT loading a specimen in airl

and･ 1oL and- 1L aTe七he correspond-irlg readings in liq.uid-, respect-

ively. MeasuTementS for each specimen were carried. out five

times anal the errors were +_0.1?･ The fractional bulk volume

一斗3
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Fig.2-1. Schematio d_iagTam Of- the appaTat.uS for d･ensity

meas･u工･emen七s.
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change･ AVd/V･
was calculated from the d･ata of d･ensity changes

using the relation:

△vd/V
- (d-0 -

a-)/d-,

where do and d- aTe七he pre- and- post-iTTadiation densities･

(2-2)

The porosity measuTementS Were Carried_ out using a QTM-720

type image analyseT. Meta11ography is an only direct means of'

studying pore Shrinkage･ The iTradiated･ samples were POlished

carefully to avoid_ Pounding oT filling of the pores With grinding

a.ebTis. The samples were examined_ in the as-polished_ state.

PhotomicrogTaPhs were taken and analyzed_ using a QTM-720 type

image analyseT (an automated_ television microscope system) to

determine the a_istribution of' pores by size classes and_ the volume

of poTOSi七y. By comparing with the pre-irrad･ia七ion pore volume

the amount of pore removal can be determined. The fractional

pore vo1･ume change, AVp/V･ was calculated from the data of

porosity changes as follows:

AVp
_

P(Ⅴ+ムVd)-PoV
= (p -

p｡) +

p(･AVd/V), (2づ)

where Po and･ P are the pre- and･ posモーiTradiation porositieβ･･-

- L15 -



2.3. Resul七s

2･3･1･ Density change after irTad_iation

The densities after iTTadiation are tabulated. in table 2-1

and_ the fractional changes are shown in fig.2-2 七oge七her with

those obtained_ by KingeTy e七al.
(7,8j.

Densities d.ecTeaSe

with dose up七o 5.6.xlO16 fissions/cm3, and七he corTeSPbnding

fractional d_ecreases are almost the same f-or both specimens of

2･5 and･ 5Jlm grain sizes･ A steep increase of d･ensities

(i.e. , densifica七ion) follows above 5.6xlO16 fissions/cm3, and

the densities are getting to the oTlglnal values at about

6xlO17 fissions/cm3 for the specimen of 5 flm grain size and

a七abou七5XIO17 fissions/cm3 for the specimen of 2･5 ym grain

size. Above these doses the a_ensif-ication of the specimen with

smaller grain size proceed_s f'asteT than that with larger grain

sIZe･ The density change obtained_ by Kingery et al. up to

8.3XIO16 fissions/cm3 gave smaller Values七han ours, probably

because their specimen was stoichiometTic UO2 With large grain

SIZe■

2･3･2･ Porosity change after irradiation

The poTOSities after irradiation are 七abula七ed. in 七able 2-2.
1

0nly七he TeSu1七is ･used.七o calcula七e 七he pore volume changes in

this chapter. The result will be a,iscussed_ in a_etail in the

las七 obap七e王1.

一 斗6 -



able 2-1 The a_ens.ities af'七er neutron iTrad_iation in both specimens

of 2･5 and･ 5 pm grain sizes･

2･5 ym 5 Jim

:f争七h七
density ∑

f中th七
density

fissions/cm3) (g/cm3) (fissions/cm3) (g/cm3)

Te-irrad.ia七ion

.14xlO14

.59XIOl斗

.79XIOILL

.29XIO14

.78XIO14

.28×1015

.95XIO15

.45XIO16

.27XIO16

.92XIO16

.52XIO17

.12XIO17

.79XIO17

.斗8XIO17

.97XIO17

.92XIO18

10.叶19+0.008

10.斗17+0.010

10.斗17+0.009

10･ル12土0･006

10.LLll+0.022
+二

10.斗OO+0.008

10･390土0･002

10･377土0･010

10･307土0･007

10.2斗9+0.015

10.2斗1+0.005

10･307土0･005

10･〕62土0･003

10.斗0小一0.009

10･550土0･00ヰ

10.5エー小一0.008

10･6o3土0･009

pre-irradiation

1.28XIOl斗

2.351XIO14

斗.39XIO14

1.10XIO15

1.20XIO15

2.20･XIO15

LL.28XIO15

6.81XIO15

2.榔1016

2.79XIO16

5.58･XIO16

1.2LIXIO17

1.54xlO17

3.23･XIO17

也.63XIO17

5.68XIO17

6.12XIO17

1.90XIO18

10･3Li9土0･017

10･3Li3iO･015

10.3Li2土0･015

10･337土0･007

10.329土0･007

10･322土0･011

10.31う土0･006

10･∋00土0･009

10.2斗7+0.013

10.22L*0.006

10.202+0.010

10.169+0.012

10.200+0.011

10.217+0.010

10.282+0.012

10.301土0･007

10.332土0･012

10･383土0･011 .で.

10.斗67+0.008
0 ■ ●
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irrad_iation.
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Table 2-2 The porosities af'ter neutron irradiation in both specimens

of 2･5 and･ 5 ym grain sizes･

2･5 Jlm 5 Jim

∑f中ヒh七 poTOSi七y ∑f4,七ht POTOSi七y

(fissions/cm3) (%) (fissions/cm3) (.%)

?re-irTad_ia七ion ル.8+0.2

2.12XIO17

2.92XIO18

pTe-iTrad-iation 5
･5+_0

･ 2

也.63XIO17

1.90XIO18
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2.LJ.. Discussion

The fractional bulk volume changes are calculated by eq.(2-2)

and_ are shown in fig.2-3 as a f-unction of d.ose together With

the values of 3(△a/a). There are I-our Stages Of bulk volume

change in七he dose range between 1.1･XIOl斗an且2･9XIO18 fissions/cm3

as shown in this figure. The bulk volume
increases in first

two stages, and. then it decreases in the last two stages･

=n the first Stage･ the values of AVd_/v almost correspond

to oT are Slightly larger than 3(Aa/a). =f interstitials and･

vacancies are equal in number) the f'ollowing relation is satisfied

f･or the macroscopic volume change of crystals without porosity'･

△vd./v =

3(Aa/a)･ (2一斗)

TheTefoTe, in the first stage interstitials and_ vacancies are

prod_uced. in equal numberI Or SOme Of 七he displaced･ atoms dif'fuse

to sinks s.uch as dislocations and_ grain bound_aries. In the latter

case the atom migrating to sinks forms a Schottky type a_erect

which represents an isolated vacancy in one of the two sublattices

with an ad_atom at a sink or at the surfLace. Consequently, the

vacancy concentration is expected to increase faster than that

of interstitials. This phenomena a_epend1 0n the faclt that''-

the mlgTation energy Of inteTStitials is lower than thatJ of
●

vacancies. The migration energies Of uranium interstitial
● ●
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Fig.2づ. FTaC七ional bulk volume changes, AVd/V, of UO2 Whioh

were calcula七ed･ by means of eq.(2-2) using the results

Of bulk a-ens,i七y･ measurements and_ fTaO七ional pore VO1.ume

changes, AVp/v, which were Calculated by eq･(2づ)･
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and vacancy in UO2 0btained]rom liteTat.ureS
(13-15}

are shown

in七able 2づ.

=n the second stage, AVd./V gra七ely exceed･s 3(Aa/a)･

This means that a large number of Schottky type a_erects are

PTOd･uced.. Grain bound_aries
,

a_isloca七ions and_ clrus七ers were

consid-eTed as sinks f'or displaced atoms, which yield_ed a volume

increase. The a.etailed explanation for it will be mad_e in

the ohap七er斗. consid_ering七he obseTVation of Whapham and.

sheldon
{16j

･ who TePOTted clusters Of interstitials in UO2

a七a dose of斗･3XIO15 fissions/cm3 with an elec七TOn microscope,

we preslumed that inteTStitial clustering might play an important

role on the large VOlume increase in this stage. The increase

of lattice parameters in the second stage where the secondary

inteTStitials are prod-1uced_ is observed_ afteT the rapid increase

Of bulk volume･ From this fact we speculate that the second.aTy

inters七i七ials are Prod-uced･ af七eT inters七i七ial olusteTing.

But more electron microscope observation will be need.ed_.

Fission prod-uct gas atoms gave no effects to this large bulk

volume increase Of AVd/V = 1･77 % at a dose of 5･6xlO16

fissions/cm3, because their concentration was very Small and.

their mobility is negligible at the low irrad_iation temperatures

used here. =t should be noticed. that the a.ose at which the

maximum bulk vol･ume increase Was ObseTVed correspond_ed_七h亀七rePOTted
■

dose for maxim-um elongation of stack length of UO2 -fuel
-elements

in the starting period of BWR
(17J.

- う2
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Table 2-3 The migration energies of uranium inteTE;titial and.

vacancy in UO2･

interstitial vacancy

(ev) (ev)

reference

0.3

1.う′ー1.7

2.2

2.小ト0.也

′レ2.也

r133

∫ 1L(I

{15}

-
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The fractional pore volume changes calculated by eq.(2-3)

are also shown in fig.2-3. In the third. and- fourth stages, the

bulk volume d_ecreases and also the pore volume decreases.

=oweveT･七here are differences between AVd/V and △Vp/V as shown

in this figure. The a_iffeTenCeSI Which are due to a-erects and･

d_efec七 clus七ers as mentioned. in七he chapter
LLI七end_ to become

small with increasing a.osel ind.ica七ing七ha七 d-ef-ec七s and- a-efec七

clusters amihilate with vacancies･ The value of AVp/V is close

七o that of AVd/V for the specimen of 2･5 Jlm grain size irradiated･

to 2.9XIO18 fissions/cm3. This sh.ws that annihilati.n of a_erects

and_ a_erect clusters in the smaller grain size specimen almost

end.s at this dose. On the other hand, some a.ef'eots and_ d_erect

clusters are left in the laTgeT grain size specimen.

Therefore, two mechanisms, (1). annihilation of a.ef-ects and.

defect clusters and (2). pore Shrinkage, should. be considered･ for

the b･ulk volume a_ecTeaSe (i.e. , densification). The d_ecTeaSe

of bulk volume occurs after that of' lattice parameter in higher

a_ose range. FTOm the fact, it is considered. that interstitial

clusters existing outsid_e of the lattice matrix are less stable

than in七ers七i七ials in七he lattice ma七Tix. This speculation

migh七 be suppoT七ed. by 七he elebtTOn microscope obseTVa七ion of

whapham and Sheldon(163 , who repoT七ed七he amihila七ion of

in七ers七i七ial c1■us七ers in higher dose range.

■ ■ ●
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CHA.PTヨfi 3. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND T王正RMOELECTR工C POWER

CfIANG亘S IⅣ =RRA･D=AITED UO2+Ⅹ

3.1. Introduction

The electrical proper･ties of UO2 have been stud-ied･ by several

investigators' Two reviews have been written by Meyer
(u

for

the work up to 19如and_ WillaTdson and_ Mood_y
{23

for the work up

七o 1961･ UO2 is a p-type extTinsic semi-conductor below 800
0c

and_ the positive holes a_ue to deviations from the stoichiometTic

composition contribute to its cond_.uctivity. A.bove 800
0c

it is

tTanSf.Tmed into intrinsic. Wi11aTd_son et a1.
E3j interpreted_

the conductivity on the assumption that UO2 Was an usual semi-

cond_uc七or and tha七 a band_ pictluTe Was Valid_. It was shown,

however, by Heikes an且Johnston(斗j七ha七band theory was inadequateI

●

and_ 七hey ex.plained_ the cond_uc七ion mechanism by a Jumping of

electTOnS (oT holes) from one.ca七ion to a neighoripg one･

Aronson et a1.
(51

used the ideas.f fleikes and_ Johnston in ord,er

to explain the electTbnio cond-uction in UO2･ They assllmed･ an

activated jumping of localized_ holes between u5+ and U4+ in UO2+Ⅹ

and introd-uced_ the concept of the hopping mechanism of cond_.uction

in UO2･ They also showed that the electrical cond･･uc七ivity in the

single phase Teg10n could be TePTeSented by
●

q= 2Ⅹ(1
-

2Ⅹ)exp(-AE/RT),

and also for theTmOelectric power, a,

- 57
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Q = (汰/e)1n(1 -

2Ⅹ/2Ⅹ), (3-2)

where X COTTeSPOnd-s七o the excess oxygen in UO2+Ⅹ･

Recently, Lee
(6)

proposed that in the extTinsic region ox.ygen

inteTStitial-vacancy complexes which existed. in hyper stoichiometric

uo2 COntributed- to the cond-uctivity in UO2+x･

Stud_ies of Pad_iation damage on electrical properties are

scarce. The influence of fission fragment damage on the electrical

cond･uc七ivi七y of UO2 Single crystals of s七oichiome七ric and- hyper

stoichiometric compositions has been st･udied by Nagels et a1.
(7j.

They observed an appreciable d_ecTeaSe Of cond_uctivity in hyper

s七oichiome七ric UO2 Sample up to
abolu七41XIO15 fi自s･ions/cm3, and

a constant value appeared_ afteT that d_ose, suggesting a saturation

of damage in UO2･ The electrical cond･uctivity of stoichiometric

sample remained_ practically unchanged after exposures uP tO

l･'6xlO16 fissions/cm3. The fact that the conductivity of the

hypeT StOichiometric samples d_ecTeaSed markedly showed that the

d･ef'ec)t centres Prod.uced_ by iTTadiation acted_ trapping sites to

holes, and_ the initial free hole concentration was Ted_uced_,.

on the other hand, Roake
(8j

found that an abrupt increase in

the cond:uctivity occ.uTred_ at 1.56xlO19 I-issions/cm3 and he proposed_

that the increase was a_ue to a change of Bond_uction nechanisn

from the p-type to the n-type.
● ● ▼

TheTmOelectTic power measurements were peTfoTmed by

ATOnSOn et al･
(57

and Wolfe
[9]

for nOn-irradiated hypeT

-
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stoichiometric UO2 at Various temperatuTeS･ These authors pointed

o.ut that the cond_uction mechanism at lower tempeTatuTeS d_iffered_

from that
at higher temperatures, and･ in higher temperature UO2

crystals were 七ransformed. into intrinsic semi-cond_uctors.

=n the present study, the fission a_ose a_epend_ences of both

electrical cond_uctivity and_ thermoelectric power were investigated

for the specimens irradiated in the a_ose range from lXIO15 to

2XIO18 fissi.ns/cm3, and the results were discussed_ in terms Of

irTad_iation ind_uced lattice a_erects.

-
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3.2. ExpeTimen七a1

3.2.1. Specimens and_ irradiations

=rTadiated_ specimens used for electrical property measure-

ments are the same as those f'or the lattice parameter meaSurementS･

The a_etails of the specimens and_ iTrad_iation procedures are Shown

キn Chap七･ 1 (section l･2･1 and- 1･2･2)･ Electrical cond-uctivity

and. thermoelectTic power for nOn-iTTadiated specimens are summarized

ln 七able 3-1.

つ.2.2. Appara七us

ElectTical resistivity measurements were Carried_ out using

the a_c four-probes (needles) potential-drop method_ at TOOm tempera-

tuTe. The electrical resistivity was calculated by a following

equation:

P｡ -

2nSIF22(1/S)F三(i/S)/G6(W/S))Ⅴ/I･
(3一っ)

=n
eq.(3-3), cOTTeCtion for shape of the specimens was taken into

account, where F2, F3 and G6 are七he correction fac七oTS Whioh

are functions of 1/S and W/S, where W is thickness of七he specimen,,.,

i distance between needle and boundary of the specimen) and･ S
l> e o

t

spacing between adjacent needles･ Po IS SPeCifid TeSキs七iviモy,
V potential d_Top between two needles, and. = supplied. current.

coTTeCtions for POTOSity were mad_e with the following equation EIO3.
●
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Table 3-1 ElectTical conductivity and theTmOelectric power of

bo七h specimens of'2･5 and- 5 γm grain sizes before

irTadiation.

2･5 Jユm 5 Jim

E.C.

T.E.P.

(8･03土0･05)xIO15R-1cm-1 (9･43+0･12)XIO-斗dlcm-1

0･71+_0･07 mV/d･eg 0
･95+_0･09 mV/a_eg
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f -

P｡/il+ P/(1
-P2/3)),

(3-也)

where Po is specific■resis七ivi七y calculated- by eq･r(3づ), P the

ac七`ual resis七ivi七y and_ P七he volu.me i-TaC七ion of pores, (i.e.,

the porosity which is calculated. f-TOm the results of bulk d_ensity

measuTementS Obtained_ in Chapt. 2). The erTOT is less than

+2?.

The apparatus of thermoelectTic power meaSurementS is shown

in f･ig･3-1. A, temperat･ure gradient of 5-6
0c

was obtained. by

an external cooling system (on.e side of七he specimens was cooled

by copper held_ at 0 Oc). In oTd.eT tO measure the temperature

dif-ferences dif'ferential chrome1-alumel ther･mocuples was used..

The potential dif-ferences between two potential leads were neasuTed

with a vibrating reed electrometeT. The measurements were carried_

out at around. room temperature. The erTOT Was less than土10多.
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cooling system

Fig.3-1. Schematic d･iagram of 七he appaTa七us for

theTnOelectric power measurement.
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3.3. Resul七s

As shown in table 3-1, one order of a_if-f'eTenCe in conductivity

was observed- in the two different UO2 SPeCimens･ Though many

investigators {5,9,ll,12)
found_ that cond･uctivity increased_ with

increase of x in UO2+Ⅹ, the cond･uc七ivi七y was also sensitively

af'f'ec七ed. by grain size, 1aセセice strain and_ impurities. For example二

wolfe
(97

reported that the difference in relative mean grain

d･iame七eTS Of 60 anal 150 pm UO2 migh七accoun七for higher cond･uctト

vity of' the latter. FTOm the theTmOelectTic power measuTementS

it was calculated that the

and B (5ym) were 5･20XIO-6

Ⅹ-values in UO2+Ⅹ for specimen A･ (2･5 Jlm)

and 3･92XIO-6, respectively by use of

eq.(3-2). These values are much sma11eT七han those expected from

the lattice paTameteTS and_ by the gravimetric method (see section

1.2.1), possibly because thermoelectTic power is also affected_ by

l

impuTi七ies･ The discTePaムcy of 0/U ratios doesn t matter inJ the

context of this chapter, because 七his paper deals mainly with

the dose depend.ence of electrical properties.

ElectTical conductivity and theTmOelectric power for the

irTadiated･ UO2 are tabulated in table 3-2 and- table 3づ, and･

ill.ustra七ed･ in fig.3-2. A steep a_ecrease in con°.uctivi七y is

observed for bb七h specimens in七he a_ose range uP七o lXIO15

fissions/cm3, corresponding to the previously reported_ d_ecrease

-■ t4 tP

7

of lattice strain observed Jab the begirlning of irradiation

(see section 1.3.1). AfteT that the cond･uctivities of both

specimens are almost identical and_ gTad.ually increase in the a_ose
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Table 3-2 ElectTical cond_uc七ivity and-七hermoelectric power

after iTradia七ion for the specimen of 5 )ユmgrain

SIZe●

∑f少th七 E･C･ T･E･･P･

(fissions/cm3) (n~1cm-1) (mv/a_eg)

1.28XIO14

2.35XIOl斗

～.39XIO14

1.20XIO15

2.20XIO15

斗.28XIO15

6.81XIO15

2.79XIO16

5.58XIO16

1.舛xlO17

3･23XIO17

斗.63XIO17

5.68XIO17

6.12XIO17

1.90XIO18

(1･,23土0･11)xIO･一斗

(1･12土0･0う)×10･-5

(6･41+_0･28)xlO･-6

(3･42土0･18)米lo-6

(3･52土0･19)米lo-6

(3.68+0.18)XIO-6

(3･93土0･22)XIO-6

(-1土0･2う)×10-6

(-9土0･22)xIOr6

(5･07土0･21)xIOT6

仙o1土0･22)XIO-6

(4･68土0･28)xIO･-6

(斗･75土0･27)XIO-6

(9･62土0･55)×10-6

0.45+0.OL(

0･50土0･05

0.斗2+0.0斗

0･15土0･01
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Table 3-3 ElectTical cond:uctivity and theTmOelectric) power

after iTTad･ia七ion f'oT七he specimen of 2･5 Tim grain

SIZe.

∑f中th七･ E･C･

(fissions/cm3) (乃~1cm~1)

T.I.P.

(mv/d.eg)

1.59XIOl斗

3･29XIOl斗

7.78XIO14

1.28XIO15

2.59XIO15

～.27XIO16

1.52XIO17

～.79XIO17

9.97XIO17

(6･58iO･13)XIO-6

(5･86土0･1uXIO-6

(斗･79土0･09)XIO-6

(3･19+_0･03)XIO-6

(斗.66+o.ll)XIO-6

(ヰ･71土0･06)xlO-6

(5･7吐0･12)yxIO-6

(4･51+_0･07 )Jく10-6

0･63土0･06

0.ル小一0.0斗

0.斗5+0.0斗

0･55土0･06

0･38土0･仙
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6(∬lcm-1) T.E.R(mV/de匂)

ldi lO15 1d6 10n ld8
irrcLdicltion dose (fissions/cm3)

Fig.3-2. Changes of electrical Bond.uc七ivi七y and_ 七heTmOelectTic

POWer in UO2+I after neutron iTradiation･
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range between lXIO15 and lXIO18 fissions/cm3. An abrupt increase

of' cond･ucti-v-itv is observed_ in the specimen a at higher d_ose (more

than lXIO18 fissions/cm3). The conductivity for the specimen A

at higher d-ose could_ not be measured because the specimen A

accid_entally broken after irrad_iation.

The thermoelectTic power Change in both specimens after iTra-

diation shows a similar behavior. It a_ecreases with increasing

dose up to IXIO15 fissions/cm3, and then remains constant in the

dose range between lXIO15 and_ 6xlO17 fissions/cm3. A. steep

decrease occurs abruptly above 6xlO17 fissions/cm3 in specimen B.

A positive sign of thernoelectTic power (0･153+_0.01 mV/deg at

a d_ose of 1.90XIO18 fissions/cm3) obtained here ind_ica七es七hat

the p一七ype cond_uction mechanism con七Tibutes to the electrical

cond_uctivity.
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3.I(. Discussion

The electrical properties of UO2 Without iTTad-iation have

been studled･ by several investigatorsl and it is well kr10wn that

single-phase UO2+Ⅹ Withou七any precipitation of U也09 1S a P-type

ex七Tinsic semトconduc七or･ The conductivity of'such UO2+Ⅹ arises

from the positive holes a_ue to deviation from StOichiometry.

Aronson e七al･
√5}

pTOPOSe且七he conduction mechanism in UO2+Ⅹ

in terms Of an activated jumping of localized_ holes between

and U斗+ in UO2+x., and七hus in七TOduced the concept of hopping

mechanism七o UO2+Ⅹ･

u5+

The initial a-ecTeaSe Of cond-uc七ivi七y in iTradia七ed UO2 has

been studied by Nagels e七al.
E7J

aru,_the TeS･J1七s of them are

shown in fig.3-3. They explained the decrease in conductivity

as a trapping of holes with a_erect centres by irradiation.

They found_ tha七the conduc七ivi七y was sa七uTated a七4xlO15 fissions/cn二

and_ explained. this saturation in terms of overlapping of f'ission

tracks. According to their consid_eration, the fraction of

vol.ume af-fee七ed by七he f､1ssion七rack,taking ln七o aocoun七 over-

lapping, was given by the formula:

fvo1 = 1 -

e-VoN,

where N is the n･umbeT Of tracks per cm3 and Vo

●

･t

the volum声 Of
0

(3づ) ,I.--

ヽ′

a tTaCk･ =ntrod･ucingVo =斗･5XIO-16 (a = 100 A, 1 = 6Jlm)I

one found_ that 97? of･ the volume was affected_ by fission tracks
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foT･N - 8XIO15 /om3 (.TみxlO15 fissions/cm3), and lOO多for

N =

1016/cm3. There was a good agTeemen七between the ex.perimenセー

ally observed and the calculated_ value of- the number Of fission

tracks
･at which saturation of damage occuTTed_. =n our measし1re-

ment, however, the saturation of electrical cond.uctivity is not

clearly obser･ved_ at 七his d_ose, and_ the con°.uc七ii_itv grad.ually

increases after the initial d_ecrease. The explanation by

Nagels et a1. is, theTef'oTe, not adequate to explain our results.

Lee
√6,13}

lnvestiga七ed the following七wo conduction

mechanisms I

u5+(5f)+02-(2P6) =uLH-(5f2)+o-(2p5) El=0･78ev (3-6)

(o;ovoi')-u5+(5fいo2~(2p6)
= (oiOvOi)-U4+(5f2)■ + o~(2P5)

l lI

E2=0･∋2eV (3-7)

where (0;ovoi')
is an oxygen in七ers七i七ial-vacancy complex, which

is similaT七o Willis complex{14), an且El and E2 are energy

d･iffeTenCeS between both sides of- eqs.(3-6) and. (3-7).

fie conclud_ed･ that the oxygen inteTStitia1-vacancy complexes

associated with U5+ ions could play an important TOle on fast

七TanSPOT七 of- holes. Beca.use 七he ac七iva七ion energy of- co吋.qc七ioh
t

in p-type ex七Tinsic region is comparable to E2･ I)uTing irradiationl

the complexes migh七be decomposed. (thus causing七h占d_ecTeaSe- of

hole mobill七y).
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on the other hand, the thermoelectTic power Q of the UO2+x

cell was TePTeSente且by the following equation
(5コ.

●

eQ
=

-dγh/a-T
-

-eXgTad V/grad- T
- ∂ph/∂T, (3-8)

where Yh is the electTOChemical potential of holes, grad V the

po七en七ial gradient, ph七he chemical po七en七ial of holes, and- e and･

T have七he usual meanings. =n
eq..(3-8)七he七eTm Of eXgTad_ Ⅴ/grad T

is ass'umed.七o be constant in this measurement. Then, the 七heTmO-

electric power a_epend_s on only the chemical potential of holes.

=t should be noticed_ that the large value of'E in eqs.(3-6) and_

(3-7) Corresponds to七he state tha七the chemical po七en七ial of

holes is low･ compaTing, eq･(3-6) with eq･(3-7)
iもis considered･

that the chemical potential of holes becomes low in accordance with

the decomposition of'the complexes. Consequently, from eq.(3-8)

it is reasonably expected. that the theTmOelectTic power a_ecTeaSeS

in the early stage of irradiation.

This concept tha七 the oxygen inteTS七i七ial-vacancy complexes

are d_eoomposed_ d_uring iTrad.iation qualita七ively explains our

TeSu1七s up七o IXIO15 fissions/cm3. Decomposition of the complexes

into unassociated a_erects also supports the TeCOVeTy Of lattice

strain at the beginning of irradiation, which has been already

a-escTibed- in Chapt･ 1･ Of course,the trapping of holes y.i_七h
l

primary a_erects also contributes to the decrease Of cond_uctivi{,ty.

A theTmOelectTic power decrease was also fo.und_ by Gevers et a1.
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-up to
abou七1XIO15 fissions/cm3. These au七hoTS POinted o･uセ

セhaセ セhe a.ecr占ase of 七heTmOelec七ric power Was a_ue 七o impuTi七ies

changlng 七he conduction mechanism 七o the n一七ype cond:uction,

though the exact nature and origin of' the impurities were not

glVen｡

At a certain a_ose) the stead_y state will be attained- between

the complexes in
eq.(3-7) and_ the unassociated_ a_ef'ects in

eq.(3-6)･

Thus the thermoelectric power becomes almost constant
in the d_ose

range (1XIO15七o 6xlO17 fissions/cm3), however,the electrical

cond_uctivity slightly increases. The behavior Of thermoelectTic

power and_ electTical cond_uctivity changes coTTeSPOnd_s to the

results of non⊥irradia七ed UO2.003 in the七enpeTature range from

700 to 1100 K by Wolfe{9j. The results of Wolfe was shown in

fig.3一斗. possibly, the effec七 of' irTad_ia七ion was similar七o that

of tempeTatuTe increase. If this is the case, it may be proposed.

tha七 f'ission-induced_ vacancies and.the
incid.en七 heat prod_uced. by

f'ission a_amage cause the lattice to relax, and as a result the

energy lever of holes becomes shallow. Thus, this coTTeSPOnds

to the fact that holes become theTmally activated_.

The a_ose a_epend_ences of electrical cond_uctivity and theTmO-

electTic power at higher a..se over lXIO18 fissi.ns/cm3 (i.e.,

the f-ur七her increase Of- cond.uc七ivi七y and. a.ecrease of 七hermoelectでic
V ･. r

EJ

power) also coTTeSPOnded七o the reslu1七s reported by.Wolfe
′9J,

who observed. a trend similar to our results f'oT nOn-irradiated.

uo2･003 in the intrinsic region above 1100 K･ According to his

-
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report, a七temperatuTe above 1100 K (-800 0c) in七Tinsic conducti-

vity with an energy gap of 1.9 eV was observed_. ComPaTison of

these results with the optical absorption data for UO2
(16j

showed

a coTTeSPOnd_ing small absorption peak at 1.9 eV, ind_icating a

narrow COnd_uction band. The observation of the a_ose depend_ence

of electrical pTOPeTties at higher range, though only based on

one a_ata point, might indicate that at higher irradiation a_ose,

the con°.uc七ivity could_ change from eXtrinsic- to in七Tinsi(〕-conductip】

a_ue to the proposed_ mechanism above mentioned.

Roake
(87

measured the electrical conductivity of UO2 at

higher d10SeS, found_ an abrup七increase of' cond_uc七ivity (see f'ig.3づ)

and_ concluded_ 七ha七 this increase was d_ue 七o a change from the

p-type to the n-type. flis speculation is in conf'1ict with our

result. However, it should be noted_ that the d_ose in his stud.y

was higher by an ord_eT Of magnitud_e than in our investigation.
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cHAIPTER斗･ IRRAl)IATION INDUCED LAITT工CE DEFECTS =N UO2

也.1. In七rod_uc七ion

One of basic ef'fects of irrad.ia七ion in solid_s (pure metals,

metal compound.s and_ fissile materials) is displacement of atoms

from their lattice sites) the resultant inteTStitials and_ vacancies

being responsible for var･ious Pad-iation d･amage phenomena) incI,uding

densification in UO2･ Kinchin-Pease
flj

and･ Lindhard
{2-5)

mo且els are available for the a_isplacemen七 of- a七oms. Using七hese

models many investigatoTSeStimate the quantities of elementary

lattice d･efects in metals irradiated by electron) fast neutron

and･ heavy ions･ BLl七in ヒhe case of fissile mateTials 七he damage

Process is
very COmPlicated. because it is the fission fragments

damage･ Consequently there is a f'ew results concerning with

the fission damage. BTinkmann
(6プcalculated

the number Of

Frenkel pairs Per fission in uranium metal. Accord_ing七o his

calculation total of 5.8XIO5 Frenkel pairs are PTOd.uced_ per

fission event. Nelson(7} reported. that the number of uTani.um

atoms a-isplaced per fission fragment in UO2 is nearly one order

Of magnitud･e less than in pure uranium. Recently) MacEwen and_

=astings
r83

calculated the time-dependence of vacancy and

interstitial concentrations for analyzing densifiQation of UO2

d･uTing iTradia七ion using ra七e七heoTy equations
(9-12}.

｡.,.

t

Accord･ing to the Ta七e 七heoTy equa七ion七he rate of d_efec七s ら

concentration change is expressed as the dif-ference between

the prod.uc七ion Ta七e and. the rates of' annihilation and recombina-

-
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七ion.

=n this paper concentrations of lattice a_ef'ects such as

in七ersti七ials
and_ vacancies a七 vaTious d_ose levels were estimated-

from Changes of lattice parameter) density and porosity af'ter

irradiation mentioned. in the previous chapters (C.hapts. 1 and. 2).

An equation for dose a-ependence of' the concentrations of lattice

defects was also proposed. Moreover results obtained_ here,

particularly to vacancy concent'ration, might be applied-
to

a_if-fusional properties such as difTusion, creep and_ d_ensif-1cation.

The application to irrad.iation-ind_uced diffusion and_ creep is

described_ in this chapter. Main purpose in this chapter'
is

an estimation of' the interstitial and vacancy concentrations

from expeTimen七al data of laセセice paTame七er, a_ensi七y and. porosity

on the basis of elastic continuum mod_el in crystals.

-
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也.2. TheoTetical consid.eration

ConcentTations of interstitials and_ vacancies are estimated_

from lattice parameter and_ bulk volume changes by following

proced:ure: =n a crystal of No atoms, Nf displaced atoms are

formed as Frenkel defects and. end.up in inteTStitial positions,

while (NG + ND + Nc + Np) displaced atoms migrate tO Sinks a-urine

irradiation･ NG, ND, Nc and Np represent the numbers Of atoms

which go to grain bound_aries) dislocations) clusters and pores)

respectively) leaving a s･urplus of- vacancies in the la七tice･

Since a Frenkel d_erect occupies the volume of a vacancy and_ an

inteTStitial and a Schottky defect a) that of a vacancy and

a lattice atom, the overall bulk volume change due to these

a.erects is

AVd= Nf(AVi-+ Avv) + NG(AVv+A)
+ ND(△ⅤⅤ+ △vD)

+ Nc(△ⅤⅤ+ △vc) + Np△vp･ (ルー1)

where △Vd. is bulk volume change af七eT iTTadiation, A is七he mean

lattice atomic volume, AVv and AVi are d･ecrease and･ increase Of

lattice atomic volume a.ue to a vacancy and. an interstitial,

TeSPeO七ively, and･ AvD and･ AVc are VOlumes occupied by the dis-

placed atoms which mlgTate tO dislocations and c1-usteTS.
"I

a)
=n七his model, a Schot七kt defec七 represen七s an isolated vacancy

in one of the two s･ublattice with an ad_atom at a sink and_/or

at the surface.
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AVp is volume charlge related･ to pore shTinkage･ Though this

cannot be ex.actly estimated_, the probability of' migration of

displaced_ a七oms 七o pores is expected to be very Small in low

dose 工､ange,七ha七is,

NpAvp亡0･

=n geneTall lattic!e atomic volume is a-efined as follows: unit

cell volume is devided_ by total number of atoms which belong to

the unit ce11･ For a compound su･ch as UO2, the va1'ues of AVv,

△vi, △VD and ^vc are also given as mean values･ For simp1ト

city of calcula七ions the values of △vD and- △vc are assumed七o

be B･ Therefore, AVd is rewritten in low dose range as follows,

△vd
-

NF(△ⅤⅤ+ Avi) + NG(△vv+A) + ND(△ⅤⅤ+J?) +
Nc(Avv+j2

-Nfムvi+ (Nf+ NG+ND+ Nc)△ⅤⅤ+ (NG+ND+ Nc)j2･

When the slum of Nf, NG, ND and- Nc is replaced･ by N,

ムVd.= Nf△vi+ NムⅤⅤ+ (N -

Nf)n･

The original volume V is Nob/(1
-

Po), hence,

ムVd

(1 - Po)v
■■■l■

竺LAl +

No j2

N △ⅤⅤ
.

N-Nf

Ⅳo A No
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where Po is a porosity for an original specimen･

Nf and- N represent the numbers of'interstitials and vacancies,

respec七ively･ The sum of NG, ND and Nc IS equa1七o (N -

Nf)

which correspond.s to the number of excess vacancies (Schottky

type d_erects). when the concentrations of- interstitials,

vacancies and. excess vacancies (i.e., Schottky type d_erects) are

l

represented- by C=, Cv and Cv, eq･(ルー2) can be rewritten as

△㌔

(1
-Po)Ⅴ

where

l
=

cI(AVi/j2) + cv(AVv/R) + cv ,

l

Cv=Cv-CI･

(上ト3)

(上卜斗)

On the other hand_, the volume change in the crystal lattice

is glVen by

t

AV =NfムVi+ ⅣAVv,

asspuming that the d-erects which mlgTate OutSid_e the original lattice

matrix do not contTib'ute to the increase in volume of the crystal
tごヽ

1attice･ Since the number Of lattice sites is No, the volume

increase per lattice site (i.e., lattice volume) is･,
given'i占follows

ムR =ムVl/No = (Nf/No)AVi + (N/No) △ⅤⅤ
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= C工△Vl + Cv△ⅤⅤ･ (Lト5)

There is a simple relation between the lattice constant change,

△a, and･七he lattice volume change, AR:

AJ2/j2
=

3(Aa/a).

Inserting
eq.(斗づ) into七he above relation gives

-

3(△a/a)
=

C=(Avi/R)
+

cv(△ⅤⅤ/A)･

(ルー6)

(LI-7)

The values of (Avi/i?) and (△ⅤⅤ/A) in
eqs･(小3) and- (小7) are

estimated･ for UO2 in A･ppendix l･ By inserting七he estima七ed-

values of △vi (1･28n) and △ⅤⅤ (-0･27j2) into eqs･(ヰづ) and

(ヱト7)
,the

f-ollowing equations are obtained_ from the three

equations, (ヱト3), (ヱト斗)and (ルー7) for the concen七ra七ions of

interstitials (CI), Vacancies (Cv) ;and excess vacancies (C;)≡

cI -

2･97(△a/a) +

0･27I(AVd/v)/(1
-

P｡)
-

3(Aa/a)‡,

cv -

2･97(Aa/a) +

1･27((△Vd/V)/(-P｡) -

3(△a/a)〉,

and

t

cv =

(AVd/V)/(i
-

p｡) -

3(Aa/a)･
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These equations (eqs･(LI-8-1), (LL18-2) and_ (LL-8づ)) are based. on

the assumption that both uranium and_ oxygen defects ar･e prod.uced_

in a certain proportion･ Actually) ox_ygen a_erects are probably

prod-uced- in much higher COnCentTations than uranium a_ef'ects, and

in七his case the values of △vi and- △Vv are eX,PeC七ed to be

dif'ferent f-TOm those mentioned above. As a res.ult, the numerical

coefficients of七he first and second_terms in
eqs.(Li-8-1) and

(小8-2) vary slightly, however, the values of CI and- Cv still

remain with in the same ord-er even if the AVi and- AVv Values

vary within 10?.

When poエーe Shrinkage d.omlna七es ln high d.ose range,七he 七eヱ､m

of NpAvp ln
eq･(斗-1) canno七be neglec七ed･ Np△vp an且七he bulk

volume change in this case are a_escTibed_ in a_etail in A.ppend.ix 2.

A･ccording to A.ppendix 2, eq.(ZI-3) can be TewTitten by

(1 -P)AVd_
P-Po

■■ ■ __
■■■

.___
(1-Po)v 1-Po

I

=

cI(AVi/A) + Cv(AVv/A) 千 cv, (Lf-9)

where P is a post-iTTadiation porosity.

=n order to estimate cl and- Cv in this case, the left-hand- sid･e

of eq･(斗-9) sho.uld_ be inserted in
eqs.(Ll18-1) and.(小8-2) instead_

of AVd./v(1 - Po)･ Then,the following two equations are glVen ･

1^Jl

for C= and- Cv in this case=
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cI -

2･97(Aa/a) ･

0･27i

and

cv′- 2･97(Aa/a) +

1･27I

(1
-P)△Vd

(1-Po)Ⅴ

(1 -

P)AVd_

(1-Po)Ⅴ

- 8斗 -

P-Po

llPo

P-Po

1-Po

-

3(△a/a)ト
(ルー10-1)

I

3(Aa/a)

(LL-10-2)



斗.3. Resu1七s

The concentrations of' inteTStitials and_ vacancies are Obtained_

using eqs.(1卜8-1), (ま卜8-2), (Lト10-1) and_ (1卜10-2) as shown in

fig.LL-1 foT七he dose range up七o 2XIO18 fissions/cm3. The concent-

rations of these defects a七higheT dose range (over 5.6.xlO16

fissions/cm3) which are Calculated_ using eqs.(LI-10-1) and (小10-2)

ar'e less Teliable 七han those a七loweT d.ose range because 七here

are less data points in the pore analysis.

The interstitial concentration increases with fission a_ose

and_ is saturated_ at about lXIO16 fissions/cm3. After this dose,

it increases again and is saturated at about 3XIO17 fissions/cm3

and about lXIO17 fissions/cm3 for the specimens of 5 and 2･5 Jim

grain sizes, respectively. A七 hlgher dose range over about

3XIO17 fissions/cm3 the interstitial concentration abruptly

a.ecreases. The in七ersti七ial concentration in the specimen with

smaller grain size is saturated_ eaTlier with lower Values than

七ha七 wi七h larger grain size. These trend_s are similar tO those

of lattice paTameteT･ On the other hand･) the vacancy concentratior]

grad_ually increases with a_ose七o 5XIO15 fissi.ns/cm3. In the d_ose

range where the saturation of- both inteTStitial concentration

and･ lattice paTameteT COntinues in the first Stagel the vacancy

concentration con七inues 七o increase
and_ is sa七uTa七ed. Aft白T

sat.uTation the vacancy concentration seems
-to

a.ecrease grad_.ually,

ard 七he behavior Of 七he decrease is differen七 be七ween 七wo kind_s
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fission dose (子音ssionsicm3)

FigJ卜1. VaTia七ion of■ 七he c)oncen七Tations of vacancies arid_ in七eTS七i-

tials versus fission d.ose. Solid_ curves representing

七he vacancy concen七Tation for both specimens of 2.5 and
t'

5 Jlm grain sizes were Calculated by meanstof eq･(斗･-･1Li).
■The doセーd_ash cuTVe TePTeSen七s 七he concen七ra七ion of inteT-

s･七i七ials for specimen of 5ym grain size, and七heもroken

cuTVe七ha七foT specimen of 2･5ym･ These ouTVeS for C=

were calcuユated, by means of eq.(斗-12)｡

-
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of specimens of'2･5 and- 5ノユm grain sizes.

The a_ose a.epend_ence of the concentrations of interstitials

and･ vacancies is pred.ic七ed_ in 七he low d.ose range .uSing 七he fiTS七

oTd･er kinetic eq-nation as follows:

For七he inters七i七ial concen七Tdl.tion (C=) ,

d･C=/a-七= VI∑f中七h(1
-

CI), (LI-ll)

where V= is an eff-ective volume for prod-ucing inteTStitials per

fission event, and ∑f, 4,七hand七have七he usual meanings･

By integrating eq･(～-ll) wi七h七he bo.undaTy COndi七ion, CI
= 0 at

t = 0, the following equation is obtained_,

cI -

C…‡1
-

exp(-VI∑f≠th七))
, (也-12)

where C;
is the concentration of interstitials at saturation･

values of C…a-nd VI Were Calc.ula七e且by applying a least square

me七hod七o the eq･(ルー12)･ Estimated values of CS= and VI uP七o

lXIO16 fissions/cm3 are indicated in table斗-1.

FOP the vacancy concentration (Cv)･

dCv/d七- ⅤⅤ∑f中th(1
-

Cv), (Ll-13) -

●

_
■

t

where Vv is a constan七similaT七o V工･ Byキn七egTa七ing eq･(小13)

with the bo･und-aTy COndition, Cv = 0 at t = 0,
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Le ルー1 Saturation values of C= and- Cv and- effective volumes for

Prod_ucing in七eTSti七ials and vacancies based_ on a fiTS七

oTdeT kinetic reaction per fission event for both specimens

of 2･5 and- 5ym grain sizes･

CSI

C; vI(cm3) vv(cm3 )

γm 斗･5XIO13 o･75･XIO-2 3.22XIO-16 4.15XIO16

5･5XIO-3 o.75XIO-2 2.97XIO-16 4.15XIO-16
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cv -

c;i- exp(-vv∑f≠th七)i
,

whe工･e c;

(Lt-1Lり

is the vacancy concentration at saturation. Values of

c言and
Vv are obtained by the procedure similar to that for CSI

and V=, and- these values are also shown in table小1･ The fitting

curves obtained_ by use of eqs.(Lト12) and. (ヰ-1LI) are illustrated_

in fig.斗-1. The prediction of the a_ose a_epend_ence of the concent-

rations in high a.ose range cannot be a_one i-or lack of 且ata points.
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Lt.斗. Discussion

Bo七h 七he concen七ra七ions of- 1n七eエーS七i七ials and vacancies

increased with fission dose luP tO about 1;XIO17 fissions/cm31.I

In this dose Tangel the vacancy concentration increased- fasteT

than that of interstitials) probably beca.use some of interstitials

mlgTated to sinks s'uch as grain bound_aries and_ d_islocations･

The rapid increase Of vacancy concentration was observed- in

the dose range between斗XIO15 and l･XIO16 fissions/cm3 as i11ust-

Ta七ed_ wi七h d.oセセed line in fig.ZI-1. Since 七he firs七 sa七uTa七ion

of interstitials occurs in this range and. continues to the dose

where the second_ary interstitials begin tO be prod_uced_, author

suggests 七ha七in this stage almos七 all int,eTS七i七ials migrate tO

sinks, especially to clusters. Interstitial clusters had been

observed_ by Whapham and_ Sheld10n (133
with electron microscope

in this a_ose range. FurtheTmOTe, COnSideTing no lattice parameter

change,the vacancies also mus七 form clusters. HoweveT, Vacancy

clusters have not been observed. in this dose range by electron

microscope√13,1切. Therefore, two Cases are Suggested.

(1). The size of the vacancy clusters is too small to distinguish

the nature. (2). The.v･acancy c1･us七eTS migh七be absorb inteTSti-

tials i-TOm the beginning of- their Orlgln and_ foTn inteTStitial

clusters･ A:uthoT S.uPPOSeS the secorld_ c?se might be probable･

Anyhow, Cv calc･ula七ed by eq･(小8-2) above七his s七a早e
is antappar■en七

concen七ra七ion as 七ha七 of isolated vacancies.. Poss'iblyi七he con-

cen七Ta七ion of- isolated vacancies should be smaller than 七he calcu-
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1a七ed concen七ra七1on.

The decrease of the inteTStitial concentration in higher

a_ose was a_ue 七o the annihilation with va()ancies mentioned. in

Chapt. 1. The same trend. of vacancies in high a_ose seemed. to

contradict 七o the mod_el for the 七hird_ g七age of lattice paTameteT

change in Chapt. 1. In that mod_el the vacancy concentration

increased. to saturation. This contr･adLiction may be explained.

as f'ollows: The vacancy concen七Ta七ion calculated_ by eq. (LI-10-2)

in higher a_ose was also an apparent concentration as that of

isolated_ vacancies as mentioned_ above. Probably the calculated_

vacancy concentration involves both concentrations of vacancies

which exist in the lattice matrix. and. outsid_e of' the lattice.

The former type Of vacancies almost correspond. to inteTStitials,

and_, theTefoTe, it is supposed_ that the number of the f'ormer

type of vacancies is much less than that of' the latter type.

The apparent a_ecTeaSe Of the vacancy concentration is possibly

related. to the bulk volume d_ecrease which is a_ue to annihilation

of' in七eTStitial clusters. Consequen七Iy the effec七 of the annihi-

1ation of interstitial c1.usters in higher a_ose) the concentration

of vacancies which exist outsid.e of the lattice might decrease.

Consid･ering the observation of vacancy clusters by Whapham and

sheldon f13コand
Golyanovよnd PTaVdy･uk (143

in electron microscope,

these vacancieLs tend_ to be clusterirlg･ As a res･ult) the apparent

concentration of vacancies d_ecreases. On the other hand., the

former type of vacancies (i.e., isolated. vacancies

- 91 -
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the laセセice
ma七rlx)

1s expec七ed 七o increase 七o 七he sa七u工･a七ion.

=n ord_er 七o estimate irTadia七ion-induced dif'f.usion and_ creep,

the uTanilum vacancy concentration mus七 be Gal()ula七ed.. Vacancy

concentration in thermal equilibrium is generally given aS

c言-exp( As/近)exp(-Ef/kT), (Li-15)

where the i-irst exIPOnential term is the entropy factor and- Ef is

the formation energy of a vacancy. =n calclula七ing七he vacancy

concentration in UO2, the value of 10 was taken for the entropy

factor Of both uranium and_ oxygen vacancies, and_ 2.1 eV
{15,16j

and. 1.3 eV
(15･17j

were used for the formation energies of ･uTanium

and- oXygen vacancies, respectively. Bo七h energies for hyper-

stoichiometric UO2 Were estimated- by use of the following relation:

Ef.=Q-Em,

where Ef, Em and･ Q are the activation energies of vacancy formation,

mlgTation and- diffusion, TeSPeCtively･ Em f'oT uranium and･

oxygen in UO2 has been d･e七ermined･ experimentally by other

woTkeTS
(12コas

2･斗ev and 1.3 eVI respectively, and Q was chosen

in七he aboundant七heT皿al diffusion data in UO2′16-25j as斗･5 eV

anal 2･6 ev for ･uranium and･ oXygenI TeSpeC七ively. .

･b･

=f the irradiation-prod_1uced vacancy concentration (C
1rr

correspond- to tha七in thermal equilibTiuml the follow

- 92
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is held_:

10exp(-2･1/kT) + 10exp(11･3/kT)
=

C古rr,
(Li-16)

where the first and second. terms COrTeSPOnd. to the concentrations

Of .uranium and. oxygen vacancies, TeSPeC七ively, and_ cirT
is

calcLulated_ by eqs.(与-8-2) and_ (Aト10-2). By solving eq.(上卜16),

the temperature Calculated_ at -v.aTio'us a_oses. The temperature

lI II

calculated_ above will be called_ the correspond_ing temperature .

II II

Putting the corresponding tempeTatuTe into the f'irst term Of'

eq.(Lt-16) , the concentTa七ion of.uTani･um vacancies is obtained_.

II M

The concentration and_ the corresponding tempeTatuTe Were Plotted_

as a function of a_ose in fig.ルー2.

MacEwen and Hastings
E87

had calculated the concentrations of

inter's七i七ials and vacancies of uranium in iTrad-ia七ed･ UO2 a七900 K･

Their Calculations showed_ that in very Short irradiation time

the concentrations of' interstitials
and vacancies increased_ at

the same rate. Then, the inteTStitial a_ecTeaSed rapidly while

the vacancy increased slowly to a steady state value. floweveT)

their calc'ulations may be mislead_ing beca.use they fused_ a too small

migration energy (0.3 eV) f-oT urani.um interstitials.

The irrad_iation-induced diff-･usion coefficient was estima

as follows= =t was assumed that the migration of.uranium

vacancies was enhanced. by七he iTradia七ion, and_ 七he- iTradia七io

-
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Fig･斗-2･ VaTia七ion of uranium vacancy concen七Ta七ion versus fission

d10Se･ These are calculated. by using eq.(ルー16).
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ind-uced a.if-f'usion coefficient might be obtained- by putting

け Il

the corresponding temperature into the uslual a-if-f'1uSion equation;

the proced_ure is based_ on the assumption that lattice atoms are

relaxed by iTTadiation. This assumption will be supported_ by

the measurement of- Debey Temperature decrease in irradiated_

TheTef'oTe
,the

iTTadia七ion-ind-uced_ dif-fusion coeff-icien七 of-

'uranlum is obtained. as

DBh
- i/

C諾exp(-Em/kT)
,

Dtrr-レc;ruTexp(璃Tr/kT)
,

エソc;uTrexp(-Em/kTc)
,

uc
√26プ.

(Lr-17)

(Lt-18)

(ルー19)

where Dtuh and DtTTaTe七he七hermal and- irTa且ia七ion-induced diffusion

coefficients of uranium, a is j.umping frequency,

C諾,c諾T
are

the thermal and iTrad_iation-prod_uced- vacancy concentration of'

◆uエーanl●um, and

●

E孟TT
is the mlgTation energy und.eT iTTad.iation.

The a.ose d_epend.ence of the irTadia七ion-ind_.uced. diff'usion coefficient

are shown in fig.ヱト3. The comparison of i七with七he a_a七a of'

other workers
E27-30J

are indicated in figノト斗. Many woTkeTS

consid.ered that the irradiation-induced. diff'usion d.epend_ed on

mainly fission Ta七e, while 七he presen七 s七ud.y showed. that it d.eperded_

on七otal fission a.ose (i.e.,the vacancy concentration).

They consid_ered_七ha七the irTad_iation-ind_uced_ d.iffusiori''was
caused.襲■▲■′

メ

by the atom diffusion
along fission spike (i.e., short- circuit
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Fig･ルー斗･ The comparison of- the iTTad･iation-ind-uced･ diff-u告i.on

coefficient of uranium in UO2 With the d･ata of other

woTker
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d_if.fusion). on the con七Tary, it is consid_ered_ in this paper

that the irrad_ia七ion-in°.uced_ diff-usion occurs a_ue 七o high

conoen七ra七1on of- vacancles.

The irrad_iation-ind_uced. d_iff-usion coefficien七 estima七ed. above

was applied_ 七o 七he iTrad_iation-induced_ creep behavior.

The irrad_iation-in°.uced_ creep rate is represented_ as follows

using Herring-Nabbaro formula (31}
,

主iTr-

20gb3D吉TT/L2kT,
(ルー20)

where eirr is the iTTad-iation-ind･uced- creep rate, CT an applied-

stress, b a distance between a七｡ms, D古FT
the irradiation-induced

a_if fusion coef-f'icient of uTani･um estimated_ above,
L the grain

size, and. 汰 and. T have the usual meanings. The irrad_iation-

ind.･uced. creep rate can be calc.ula七ed_ by use of va1.ues of cT , b,

L, T (which are shown in table小2) and D古rr･
The calculated

creep Ta七es by eq.(ヱト20) were Plotted. in fig.ヱト5七oge七her with

the experimental a_ata of Clough
{32}.

This figure showed_ that

the creep rate d.ecreased with increasing d_ose in high d_ose range,

and. it a_epend_ed. remarkably on grain size. In ad_dition, since

the trend. of the estimated_ creep rate correspond_s to that of

the expeエーimen七al res.ul七s o王､ creep rate,the es七ima七ion of-

irrad_iation-ind,uced. diff'.usion coefficients ,

皿igh七 be 工､eaSOnable.
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Tat)le也-2 PaTame七eTS,す, b, L and_ T which are used in

calculating creep rate.

20 m/m2
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Fig.小5. The calculate且creep rate by me･･ans Of eq･(ルー20)
together

with the expeTi皿ental data of CIough
T32プ･
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Appendix Lhl･ Estimation ･3f七he values of △vi and･ AVv

=n view of the elまSti〇 continuu皿mOdel, Eshelby E33了d_educed.

the folloTding rela七iori≡ f･3T △Vi and･ AVv=

AVi -如.2 Sol

a nd_

ムⅤⅤ

-如o?ざ.v

3(1 -6-)

1 + 6~~

∋(1 -ど-)

1 +o-

where To is the nearest-neighbor Separation distance in the

peTfec七1attice, 6 poisson-s ratio and 5oi and ∂ov are the

a_isplacements at a center Of dilatation and_ contTaCtion, TeSPeCit-

ively･ =t is assumed七ha七both U and 0 d･efec七s in UO2 are

prod:uced in a certain propoTtiorl Of the components. The val.ues

of r. is (Jl/4)a as shown in七able A･小1 and corresponds to the

Separation a.istance between uranium and_ oxygen atoms.

The values of 5oi and ∂ov for UO2 COuld not be fo.und- in the

literature and. were, therefore, estimated_ by comparison of the bulk

modulus of UO2 T舛コwith tha七of copper･.. The values of 3oi血d

古ov for copper were theoretically calculated by Teword七E35コand

Johnson
and BrownT36J･ The values ofす,言oi,古ov･ △vi and

△Vv for uTaniundioxid-e are summarized- in table A･ルー1･
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Table A･ルー1 Parameters

･F,
ro, 5oi,さov,

･AVi
and･ Avv in UO2･

･ The values of 5oi and ∂ov were estimated fTOm七he

bulk nodulus of UO2 (2･10XIOll N/m2)
f343

conpaTed

with that of Cu (1.35XIOll -N/m2). The relation

9=よ3/12 has been found to hold in UO2 Where a is

the lattice parameter and
_招is

the lattice atomic

volume.

･o(呈) 5｡i'呈)さ｡Ⅴ(呈)Lムvi(呈3)△ⅤⅤ(呈3)

0･3 (a/也)a o.o28a
-0.006a 1.28B -o.27B
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Append_ix斗.2. Bulk and. pore VOlume changes a_･ue七o pore shrinkage

in a hi=lri {iose range
･.I..∫

=n this paper, it is assumed_ that pore shrinkage res-ulting

a.ensification in highまose range is due to iTrad.iation-ind.uoea

a-if fusion of lattice a七o皿S七o poTeS･ =n七his case, Np in

eq.(ルー1) contains b-o七h a_isplaced. atoms and_ 1aセセioe atoms whic･h･

nlgrate tO popes d･.urine ir=ad-iation･ When Np atoms migrate tO

pores, the coTTeSPOnd_ing vacancies･ are lef七a七the surface and/oT

in the lat七i.oe ma七Tix. The numbers of vacancies a七 each site

are rePreSented･ by Npl and･ Np2, respectively, where

Np= Npl + Np2･

=t is
ass.umed

that the former type of vacancies d_ecreases the.bulk

volume by (-R), and-the latter by △ⅤⅤ･ Then, Np△vp in eq･(LI-1)

can be expressed_ by

Np△vp =

Npl(-n) + Np2Avv･

TheTefoTe･ the bulk volume change ( AVd) is given by

AVd = NfAvi+ (Nヂ÷ iTIG+ ND+ Nc + Np2t)Avv

+ (NG+ ND+ Nc)A+ Npl(-B)

-
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= NfAvi+ N Avv÷ (N -･Nf
-

Np2)32+ Npl(-J?)

≡ Nf△vi+ NAvv÷ (hT-Nf)R -

NpR,

whe re

N=Nf+NG+ⅣD+Nc+Np2･

N ciOTreSPOnd.s 七o the number of vacancies in 七he laセセice.

(A..ルー1)

on七he other hand, the pore volume change (ムVp) is given by

Avp =

Np(-j2)･ (A･･4-2)

From
eqs.(A.～-1) and_ (A..ヱト2), we obtain七he following equation:

Avd=NfAvi+ ⅣAvv+ (N-Nf)R十AVp

●

1｡e●I

Avd - Avp= NfAvi+ Navy+ (N-Nf)n･ (A..也-3)

The original bulk volume V is Nob/(1
-

Po), hence,
eq･(A.･4-3) ･:･is

rewritten by

I

Avd/(1 -

Po)Ⅴ - AVp/(1
-

Po)Ⅴ =

C=(･Avi/A) +
cv(Avv/A)

+ cv,

(A.斗一斗)
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where

t

Cv=Cv-C工･

Eq.(A.ヱト4･) ind_icates七ha七the a.if-ference between the fractional

bulk volume change ( △Vd/V) and- the fTaC七ional pore volume

change (AVp/V) is duke to defects and defect clusteTS･

While, the pore volume change can be expressed.using a porosity

obtained_ by pore analysis as follows:

AVp = P(Ⅴ+ △Vd.)
-

PoV,

1｡e｡I

△vp/v = (p - po) + p(Avd/V)･ (A.也-5)

By inserting eq.(A.也-5) into eq.(A.也-也) we obtained.the following

relation:

1-P
△㌔

P-Po

ll-Po v 1-Po

which is equation (L[-9).

I
≡

c=(4Vi/j2) + cv(ムⅤⅤ/A) + cv,

-
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Nonenclat.ures

No : the nuhbeT Of a七○ニS in七he orlglnal cTyS七al

Nf :the number of a七○コS Which form a FTenkel d･efec七

NG ;the number of atoms which mlgra七e七o grain bound･aries
●

ND :the number of atoms which migra七e七o a-isloQations

Nc =七he number of atoms which migrate七o clusters

Np :the number of atoms which migra七e七o pores

Npl = the number of atoms which nlgrate tO popes leaving a surplus

vacancy at the suTf'ace

Np2 : the number Of atoms which migrate tO pores leaving a surplus

vacancy in the lattice matrix

N : the sum of Nf, NG, ND and･ Nc in the lowd･ose Tarlge

N = the sum of Nf, NG, ND, Nc and- Np2 in the highd-ose range

= a mean lattice atomic volume

ムvi: the increase Of laセセice atomic volume a.ue七o an inteTS七i七ial

ムⅤⅤ: the d･ecrease of lattice atomic vol･ume a:ue七o a vacancy

ムVp･･七he vo1･ume change a-1ue七o pore Shrinkage

AVd: bulk volume change d-ue to defects and･ d-erect cl'usters

△vp= pore VO1une change due七o pore Shrinkage

Po : pTe-iTrad･iation porosity

P : posセーiTrad.ia七ion porosity

C=

'
･

interstitial concentration

Cv

T

Cv

: -v'acancy concentration

= excess vacancy concentration (Schottky type a-erect concentratic

-
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CEAPTER 5･ IRRADIATION INDUCED DENS=F=CAT=ON =N UO2

5.1. Zntrod.uction

=n 1972 densification, which means that UO2 fuel pellets

d･ensify during irradiation, was observed in PTeSuTized. Water

Reactors (PWRs) (Ginna, Beznau, Poin七Beach and. Robinson reactors)

(1一斗3
. The a_ensification makes the increase of' pellet tempera-

t'ures caused･ by Ta且ial shrinkage and_ flux peaking due 七o axュ-al

gaps in the fuel column.

The f'uel d.ensif-ica七ion depends on its micros七TuCtLure, total

fissiつn a-ose and_ tempeTature during irTadia七ion. ParametTic

SurVeies of一 七hese a_ependences have been carried_ out by a vast

investigators
(5-203･

For exanple'Chubb et al･
(5}

reporteq

that in-pile densif-ica七ion could. be controlled. -by the micTOStruC-

ture of the fuel'particularly its pore size a-istTibution and･

porosity. FerraTi et a1.
E163

showed that the fuel densification

OCCurred- quite rapidly at the initial stage of' irradiation and

was saturated at appTOX･imately 6000 MWD/TU･ A.ccord-ing to Tef･(191,

sintering porosity was removed with a.ensification in pile at lower

tempeTatuTeS than those for out of'pile thermal sintering.

Has七ings
E20コpointed

out that d_ensification occurred in the七wb

temperature regions except the mid_1e of the three (i.e., (1) at

5,1300 K, where a_ensif'ication occurred., (2) f'rom 1300 to 1900 K,

where swelling pTed_ominated_ and (3) a七之1900
K, where swelling

-
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and･ densifioation were obseTVed･) in iTrad･iated- UO2 Pe11ets･

Many theories have been proposed
(8,2ト25プto

explain the in-

pile a.ensif-icia七ion. I七is reasonably considered that 七he densifi-

cation a_epends on irradiation-enhanced diffusion
(2u.

However,

other concepts are propo.se且foT the a_ensifica七ion by Carlson
(22ブI

stehle and_ Assmann
{23,2bj

and. MacEwen and. Hastings (25).

The models of these au七hoTS Will be d_esoribed in七he section 5.3.2..

Though many models are Probable, an available explanation to

the in-pile densification has not been mad_e at present. =n ad.di一

七ion, reasonable explanation of dose a_epend.ence of densification

lS SCaTCe.

=n this chapter, a nod,el for a.ensif'ication is proposed_, and

we try to make a prediction of the a_ose depend.ence of densif-ic由一

tion･ To such purpose two Sets Of UO2 specimens with d･ifferent

niiT.Structures are irradiated. 1uP tO a dose about 2XIO19 fissions/cn3

(corresponding to about 1000 MWD/ton uo2) and the changes of

bulk a_erlSi七y, poTOSi七y an且 pore size distTibu七ion are investigat'ed..

-
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5.2. Experimen七al

Specinens used･ in this study are the sane aE; those for lattice

Parameter, a.ensi七y and. electTioal pTOPer七ies meas･urements.

The nicTOStruCtureS Of the speQinens are Shown in photo 5-1.

As shown in七hese photogTaPhsI specimen with七he grain size of

2･5ym has many small pores less七han 1 ym, while specimen wiセム

5pn grain size has less･

The iTTadia七ion pTOCed･uTe ･uP tO 3XIO18 fissions/cm3 has been

alread･y described. in a_etail in Chapt. 1 (section 1.2.2).

The highest iTTadiations (about 2XIO19 fissi.ns/cm3) were performed

to specimensI Which have 10 mm diameter and. 2 Ⅲ皿Of七hioknessl

by.using mTR (Japan Material Testing Reactor) with a theTnal

neutron fl･ux of about l･5XIO14 cm2secrl. The irTadia七ion七empeTa-

ture in JMTR was res七ima七ed_七o be at most 30d
Oc,

because surface

temperature of the cludd.ing was measured to be about 70
0c

and

the UO2 a-isks were Sandwiched with stainless steel and･ in this

case heat release from the UO2 Pellets wo.uld･ be expected to be

large.

PoTOSity measurements have been already described. in Chapt. 2
A41

(section 2.2.2).
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photo 5-1･ Microstructure of both specimens of 5 and 2･5Jlm grain

sizes) respectively) before irradiation.
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5.3. Res`ults anまd_is〇TISSion

5.3.1. PoTOSity change af七eT irrad.ia七ion

Figs.5-1 and. 5-2 show pore size a_istribution of pre- and･

post-irrad-ia七ed samples of 2･5 and 5 llm grain sizes' respec七ively･

Removal of pores Of less than 10 71m in d･iame七er is clearly observed･･

This resu1七is good. agTeemen七 with七hose reported by other

workers
(5,16コ.

our analysis, however, Showed that pores having

more than 10 llm in a-iameteT七end･ed一七o shTink･

PoTOSity changes af'ter irradiation are Summarized･ in table 2-2･

The pore VOl.ume change has been alread_y a.escribe且in the chapteT 2

in connee七1on wi七h 七he 也.ulk vol.ume Changes.

Though the exact mechanism for pore annihilation is still

■unknown, the kinetics of pore annihilation are proposed. on 七he

basis of irrad.ia七ion enhanced diffusion process
r26-30コ.

Our proposal on pore annihilation is that lattice atoms and,

displaced atoms easily migrate tO popes a_ue to iTrad_iation-

ind'uced_ difTusion. This might be supported. by the fact that

removal of pore starts apparently at a dose where Vacancy

concerltTation is enough high to enhance the a.if-f'usion during

irrad.iation. The irradiation-ina･uced. a_if fusion has been

mentioned_ in the preceding chapter (Chapt. LI).
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5.3.2. Mod_el for densification

Many models i-oT 七he 丘ensification have been presented..

Marlowe √21コ･proposed_ tha七irTadiation ind_･uced- diffusion- con七TOlled･

the d_ensification to which the nod_el for the thermal sintering

of in七eTmediate stage proposed_ by Coble ′31づ3プwas
applied･.

carlson
(22コproposed

a皿eChanism七hat resol･u七ion of gas into ･
.

I.uel natTix resulted irl the pore shrinkage. OtheT models were

proposed by S七ehle and Assmann (23,24プand MacEwen an且Has七ings
(253･

Stehle and, Assmann assumed. that fission fragments passing close

七o七he surf'ace of'a pore mad-e many vacancies on the ?urface' an且

these vacancies migrated_ away from the poTe･ Thus the vacancies

cause mass transfer of atoms to the poTeI resulting in an eventual

a_isappearance of the pores (see fig.5-3). MacEwen and_ Hastings

proposed the mod_el that pore shrinkage was caused_ by trapping

of irradiation-prod:uced_ point a_erects at sintering pores.

Fur七hermoTe, SkinneT e七a1.
∫18コand

the Halden Reactor PTOjec七s
E 3斗.コ

have intTOd:uced the empirical equations. Among the mod.els ,

l

Marlowe s mod_el is based_ on the assumption that the densif'ication

OCCuTS by means of- iTradia七ion ind_.uced diffusion. The mod_el,

however, Was based on only pore shrinkage. =n ad.dition, these

aluthors considered. that densification started_ at the beginning
●

Of reactor operation.

OuT model is based_ on 七he facセ セha七 the density increase

occurs after an initial bulk volume increase, Which is the second.

-
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Fig･5-3･ Mod･el for the densif･ication proposed_ by Stehle and.

Assmann (23L7.
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stage of volume change described in Chapt. 2. Two mechanisms have

been alread.y consid_eTet3_ for the d.ensity increase (volume decrease)

in the chapteT 2. TheニOde1, theTefoTe, COnSis七s of一 七wo mechanisms,

i.e., (1) annihilation oln且efects and. a.erect cl･us七ers, and (2) pore

shrinkage. =n the annihilation mechanism, defect clu自七ers which

are less stable as 皿entione且in七he chapter 2 a.ecompose 卑nd.

f'orm another type Of' a_erects, s'uch as dislocation netwoTks,

and defects (i.e., in七eTStitials) annihilate with vacancies in the

third stage of lattice paTaneter Change as mentioned in the

cihapter l'･ While, in the pore shrinkage mechanism, lattice atoms

mlgra七e to pores by means of irradiation-indLuCed, a_if fusion, an且

it is d･ue to both vacancy formation and. mlgration. These phenomena

are expected. to occ.ur.und_er 七he ciTCumStanCe 七ha七 a large number

Of vacarlCies are prod_uced_.

The rate eq'uation for the annihilation of d_ef'ects has been

alread_y given in the chapter 1.

When the concentration of a_erect clusters which should. have

been annihilated at七ime七is d･efined･ as Cc,the rate of annihila-

tion of a-erect c1･usters (d-Cc/dt) a-epends on the concentration of

the residual defects
(C…

-

Cc)･ Then, the following firs七order

kinetic equation is adopted. for the annihilation,

ヽ､

dC

=kc(C…-Cc)dt,C
(5-1)

where A is a rate constant for annihilation of a_erect clusters
O
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and C…
is the sat.ura七ion val･ue of Cc･ By integrating eq･(5-1)

with the bound･ary con且ition, Cc = 0 aセセ= ti (the density increase

starts at ti)･ the following equation is obtai･ned･･

cc -

c≡rl
-

ex叶kc(t -七i)I):
(5-2)

=n the other case, suppose that the concentration of pores

which ha-v･e been sinteTed a-uring irTad･iation at time t is Cs,

the sintering rate of pores (d･Cs/d-t) d･epend･s on both b;he
･.conQen七Ta一

七ions of vacanci9S (Cv) an且of residual sintering pores (C喜一cs)･
Then? we obtain the following equation)

dCs -

ks(C:
-

Cs)cvdt, (5-〕)

where k is a rate constant for SinteTing of pores and C…
is

S

the saturation values of Cs･ By integrating eq･(5づ) with

the bound-aTy COndition･ Cs = 0 at t = ti (it is assumed that

dominant pore shrinkage starts at ti)･ the following equation is

glVenI

cs -

c喜El
-

ex叶ksCv(t
-

ti)1〕･ (5一斗)

Both Cs and Cc coTTeSPOnd･ to七he d･ensi七yl increases d･･ue to porLe

shrinkage and･ annihilation of defect clus七eTS (ムd･s and
･ddo,

respectively) and both

C…and C喜to
those at saturation (Ad岩and

4d…)･

-
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The volume change ･Liue
to the annihilation of- defects corres-

pond.s七o 3(△a/a) in ti-i三七hiTd stage of lattice paTame七er change,

and_ this is negligit)1㌻ sニa11 as compared wi七h七hose a.ue 七o the

amihila七ion of defe平cl,lS七ers, †(△Vd/V)
-

(AVp/V)ト3(Aa/a),I
and pore shrinkage, (AマTJv),(see fig･2-3 in the chapter 2)･

Therefore,the total de干sity increase (A且) is given as七he sum

of Ad･s and･ Ad･c neglec七irig七he con七ribution･ of the annihilation

of a.erects to the a_ensity increase as mentioned aboIV･e? i･e･)

Aa=A且s+△dc

(Ad岩
+

Ad…)
-

AdSsex叶ksCv(モーti))
-

Ad…expi-kc(t一七i)l･

(5-5)

Eq.(5-5) Pis similar to an emprical equation obtained by the Hald.en

Reactor Projects r舛コ.

Ads coTreSPO･nds to AVp/V and ･ddc
to the difference between

AVd/V and AVp/v･ AdsS and Ad…
are deteTmined}TOm the experi-

mental results of ･AVd/V and AVp/V which have been shown in

the chapter 2･ The value of Cv has been already estimated in

the chap七er斗･ The rate constants of ks'. and kc are Calc･ula七ed･

fTOm七he data of AVd/V ariaAVp/v･
The values of ks, kc･

Ad岩,

Ad喜and
ti are SummaTizeまin table 5-1･ Comparison of the

predicted_ values by eq.(5-5) using eac)h value ind_icated_ in table 5-1
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Table 5-1･ PaTame七eTS立-, kc,

Ad岩,△d…an且七i for七he specimens
こニ

of 5 and 2･5 pn grain size.白'reSPeCtively･

kB(see-1) kc(sec~1) Ad岩(〆)ムd…(?)t苦(hour)

5Tlm O･90XIO一斗 1･33XIO-6 1･55 1･29 15･5

2･5pm l･09XIO一斗 o･95XIO-6 1･80 2･18 13･7

半fission
densities (昌= ∑f≠th)are normalized to昌= 1012

fissi｡ns/｡m3se｡~1
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with the experimental results is shown in fig.5一斗. As shown in

fig･5一斗,the calculate-i?'drVeS by eq･(5-5.) fi七the data well

excepセ セhe results in Jき空三. The a_evia七ions from the calcula七e且

curves are reasonably e三plained in terms of､ swelling a.ue to fission

prod.･ucts. The results i1-i JMTR indicate 七ha七1 in-pile densifica-

tion is sa七uTated a七abo71t 1000 MWD/ton UO2 and that a七this dose

the swelling a.ue to fission products pTed_ominates on the vo1.ume

change･ The estimated_ swe11ing rate I-ron this expeTinental

results is in a range from 0.5 to 5?( AV/V)/1020 fissions/cm3.

These values are larger than those reported in literat.uTe (0.3

o.7 %( AV/V)/1020 fissions/cn3)
(35j,

and. the large swelling rate

estimated above is probably a,ue to the lower irradiation tempera-

ture than that obtained_ in the literature.
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CONCLUSIONS

=n this stud.y, ne1七TC-n iTTad.iation effects on uranium a_ioxide

(uo2) were investiga七eま･
iWiain subject was七he prediction of dose

depend.ence of densificati･3n in oxid.e fuels. =n order to und_eT-

stand_ 七his phenomena,the irradiation behavior of lattice a.erects

such as inters七itials an且 vacancies was investigated in connection

with the results of lattice parameter and a_ensity measurements.

Dose depend_,ence of electrical properties which had_ not well

-understood was also investigated.

=n Chapt. 1, the dose a.epend_ence of lattice parameter Changes

and_ theiT recovery annealing were stud_led_ and_ the results obtained.

were as follows:

(1) =t was confirmed_ that three stages appeared in the course of

lattice parameter and_ lattice strain changes and_ that the behavior

of' these changes depend_ed_ on grain size. The dissociation of' oxygen

in七ers七i七ia1-vacancy complex which was proposed by Lee might be

responsible for the reduction of lattice strain early in the first

stage.

(2) The lattice expansion in the first stage -completely recovered_

･up to 500
0c,

and.two kinds df defects were involved_ in this stage.

=n the second stage more Stable a_erects,･･which could no七 be recわvered.

at 500
0c,

were pTOauCe丘. =n七he七hird_ stage recovery of d_erects

proceeded_ to some extent a_uTing irTad_iation, and_ therefore, the

recovery Of lattice expansion by thermal annealing of the specimen

irrad-iated into this stage was less than that of the specimen
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iTTadiated at the dose cf around the end of the second stage.

(3) The ef-fective volu_コeS for lattice parameter Change were calc･u1-

ated at each stage t)己Se三 on kinetic consid_eTation of defecitS, and

it was found.七hat 七hese マC)1L1皿eS a_epend.ed. on grain size which was

related.七o sink a_ensi七㌻.

=n Chap七. 2, the a_ose a.epen且ence of vo1'ume changes was inves-

七iga七ed_ based. on the a_erlSity measurement. The results were

summarized_ as fo11ows=

(1) There Were four stages in the volume change, and_ the vol.ume

increased_ in the first and_ second. stages and[ it a.ecTeaSed･ in the

las七 two stages.

(2)一The dose for the maximum vol･ume increase ( AVd/V
=

1･77 %:)

correspond_ed,七o the reported. d_ose of the maximum elongation of
I

fuel pins in the starting period_ of previous BWR operation.

(3) The volume d.ecrease (i.e., densification) occ･uTTed at the

mid.d.1e level of the secon且 stage in the lattice parameter change.

The porosity increase Was also observed at the third and fourth

stages of volume change. Therefore, two mechanisms (i.e.,

(i) the annihilation of a_ef･ects and_ deflect cI,usteTS and. (ii)

the pore shrinkage) were Proposed. for the d_ensity increase.

=n Chapt. 3, the eler)trical properties s.uch as electric)al
'''

cond-.uctivity and theTnOelectric power Were meaS･ured after neutron

irradiation, and. the results obtained_ in this chapter were

the f■ollowings:

(1) The initial decreases of cond_uctivity and_ theTmOelectriQ
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power vere explained_ in七eTmS Of both a.ecomposi七ion of oxygen

interstitial-vacancy cc,ニ芸Iexes and trapping Of holes at primary
●

a_efec七s. The decompo≡三七ior1 0f these complexes speculated- alread-y

by lattice strain meas注ごきニentS d･escribed･ in七he chapter 1 was

conf-irlned.七o some ex七erit.

(2) The thernoele9七ric p.a-^Ter meaSuTemen七s inqica七ed･七ha七the p-type

cond･uc七ion con七ribu七ed to七he electrical cond･uctivity in UO2+Ⅹ

irrad_ia七ed_ ･up七o 1.90XIO18 fissions/cm3. The abrupt increase in

cond.uc七ivi七y a七higheT dose (more七han l･XIO18 fissions/cm3) was

suggested一七o be d･ue七o the change of the cond･uc七ion mechanism

from the p-type ex七rinsic to intrinsi-c behavior･

In Chapt. LII the concentrations of in七eTS七i七ials and･ vacancies

d･uTing irradiation were estimated on七he basis of七he continuumー

mod.el in crystals using the results of lattice parameter) dens.itv

and, poTOSi七y measuTementS･ The TeS･ult obtained especially for

･urani･um vacancies was applied.七o the dlffusio.hal properties such

as a.iffusion} creep and d_ensification･ The trend of- the esti-

mated creep rate COrreSPOnded_ to that of the experimental results

of ciTeeP rate) and_ therefore) it was conclud-ed- that the concentra-

tion of uranium vacancies (C蒜r)and
the irradiation-induced

diffusion coefficient (D古rr)es七ima七ed-
in七his chapter might be

reasonable.

In the last chapter (Chapt. 5), the prediction of a_ose depen-

d.ence of･ a_ensif･ication was investigated･) and_ the kinetic equation

which consisted_ of two exponential_terms was proposed for it･
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Two rate COnS七an七s were 〇a1^L.,11ated･ ･using七he results of density

and. porosity measuTemeri七≡. At the last part Of 七his chapter

i七was shown七hat 七he pごeまi〇ted- c.urve by use of 七his equation

fitted the experinerital TeS'ults well.

ObseTVation of defects and.
Ref-ec七 clusteTS by means of

electron microscope an且 more precise pore analysis mus七 be nee丘ed･

in future , and f'urtheTmOTe, the neasurenent of iTrad_iation-induced

dlf-f'usion coefficients would remain.
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